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Chapter 1
1.1Introduction
The measurement of fluid flow rates is very
important for many industrial and research
applications.Current technology provides several
solutions for measuring fluid flow such as turbine
meters, magnetic meters, vortex meters, etc.These
measuring devices are very useful in pipe geometries.
For unusual geometries, these flow devices become
cumbersome and sometimes impossible to use.
1.2Types of Flow Devices
Magnetic Flow Meters:
Magnetic flow meters use the conductivity of the
fluid being measured as a part of the instrument to
measure flow.A magnetic field is produced which
crosses perpendicular to the flow.The magnetic field
induces a small current in the fluid due to the flux of
the ionized particles that are present in all fluids
(there are always a few ions present in any fluid due
to dirt, salts, or other contaminants).Typical
amounts of ions needed for measuring the flow are in
the micromole or smaller region.2
The electric current that is produced in the flow
is measured with two electrodes placed on either side
of the fluid (and 90 degrees from the axis of the
magnetic field).The current produced is directly
proportional to the magnetic field and the velocity of
the ions (not the concentration of the ions).
This method provides a simple way to measure fluid
flows in circular or square conduits.
Advantages: The magnetic meters have no moving
parts that can wear out or breakdown.This allows a
lower maintenance demand for the unit.The unit can
measure flow in two directions.
Disadvantages: The sensing electrodes in the unit
need to be covered for the unit to work.If the flow
area of the unit is not 100% full, the unit produces
incorrect data.The unit only works for liquids.
Turbine Flow Meters:
Turbine flow meters use a small propeller or
paddle to measure flow velocities.The paddle
typically has a magnet or piece of metal placed in one
or more of the blades.The flow passing over the
paddle causes it to move slower or faster with respect
to the flow.The magnet in the blade produces a pulse3
in a magnetic sensor mounted near the paddle as it
spins.
Pulses are converted into a signal that can be
interpreted into flow velocities.This conversion is
done by the factory using calibration and
characterization testing.
Advantages: There are many sizes available for
many applications making a flow meter of this choice
flexible.The unit is capable of measuring many types
of liquids and gases.Propeller type meters can by
used in conduits while paddle type meters can be used
in smaller more cramped spaces.
Disadvantages: Moving parts (particularly
bearings) wear out especially in corrosive or high
temperature environments.Magnetic anomalies in the
room can disturb the meter.
Vortex Flow Meters:
Vortex flow meters operate by measuring vibrations
of a wedge placed perpendicular to the flow.As a
fluid passes a wedge (sharp end into the flow), small
vortices are formed at each corner of the wedge.The
vortices are formed in an oscillating manner such that
one vortex is formed at one corner and peels off which4
effects the other corner forming a new vortex which
peels off, etc.The result of these oscillating
vortices is a vibration in the wedge.
The vibration of the wedge can be measured with a
piezoelectric crystal.Once the vibrations can be
counted, the flow can be determined by reference to
known tabulated values.
Advantages: No moving parts providing low
maintenance of the unit.This unit is excellent for
steam flows.
Disadvantages: Low velocity flows do not always
provide enough vibration for the unit to operate.This
unit cannot measure flow in two directions.Vortex
flow meters need to be mounted away from bends in
piping due to their sensitivity to turbulence.
Deflection Flow Meters:
Deflection flow meters place a target into the
flow.The flow pushes on the target and causes it to
deflect.The mount for the target has a strain gauge
or other measuring device used to measure the amount
the target has been pushed.
Using tabulated values, the flow can be
determined.5
Advantages: The unit can be used to determine
flows for two directions easily.For particular
systems, this unit can measure very low flows.
Disadvantages: The meter can induce turbulence
into the flow and also can produce a large amount of
head loss.Turbulent flows can cause this type of
meter to measure poorly.
Anubar Flow Meters:
This flow meter uses a tube inserted perp ndicular
to the flow.The tube has many holes drilled into the
side and the bottom is sealed.The tube is inserted so
the holes are facing the flow head on.This system
allows the unit to measure the kinematic pressure of
the flow.Another tap is located somewhere near the
insertion and a differential pressure cell is used to
measure the difference in pressure between the anubar
kinematic pressure and the static pressure.
Some anubar systems have holes drilled on two
opposite sides of the insertion tube to allow the
pressure to be measured from both sides in case the
flow changes direction.
Advantages: The anubar can average the pressure
profile over a large radius in a pipe depending on how6
many holes along the length of the tube has been
drilled.The unit can also be installed in a vertical
run of piping without modification.
Disadvantages: The use of a differential pressure
cell usually means that the flow has to be calculated
or tests need to be made to produce characterization
tables.Low flows do not always produce data that is
accurate or readable.
Sonic Flow Meters:
Sonic flow meters work in a similar fashion to a
police speed gun.A sound source and a sensor are
placed at a given distance on a pipe.The source
produces pulses that are picked up by the sensor.
Different flow velocities allow the sound to travel
downstream to the sensor faster or slower (i.e. when
the flow is moving in the same direction as the sound
from the source to sensor, the time for the signal to
reach the sensor is shorter than if the flow was
standing still).This superposition of sound and flow
velocities provides a good method for tracking flow.
Advantages: The device is not intrusive and has
no moving parts.The unit is portable and requires no
welding or other permanent mounting materials.7
Disadvantages: The units are fairly expensive and
are hard to find for small piping systems (less than
1").
Heated Thermocouple Flow Meters:
Typical systems using heat and thermocouples use
more than one thermocouple.One thermocouple is
mounted on the heater and one thermocouple is mounted
slightly downstream.The difference between the heated
thermocouple and the downstream the mocouple provides
the signal transmitter with enough information to
calculate flow.
Advantages: The unit has no moving parts
reducing maintenance.The unit has a small intrusion
making head losses small.
Disadvantages: The flow rates for the unit to
operate is above five ft/s.The unit can only measure
single phase fluids or the measurement will be highly
inaccurate.Any bubbles or entrained droplets will
destroy the metering capability.8
Other Methods of Measuring Flow:
a) By weight
It is possible to measure the actual weight of a
tank as flow fills it.Using this method, it is simple
to calculate mass flow rates and convert that into any
units necessary.
Advantages: The method is very simple and can
be very accurate.
Disadvantages: This method fails as soon as the
tank is full.The method also requires the use of a
scale or load cell which needs to be calibrated and
maintained.
b) Manometers
The use of a manometer is another simple method of
measuring fluid velocities.Installation of the
manometer can be tricky and needs to be fairly precise.
Advantages: The method is simple and can be
very accurate.
Disadvantages: The method requires manual
operation and is susceptible to optical error for very
accurate readings.9
A more thorough description of different types of
flow meters is given in Appendix F.
1.3Explanation of The System
For the geometry that the AP600 project needs a
flow measuring device for, the possible candidates are
heated thermocouple flow meters, vortex meters, sonic
meters, deflection meters and an anubar flow meter.
The industry does not readily support sonic,
deflection, or vortex meters for a circular annulus the
size we are interested in.
The cost of the heated thermocouple meter is high
enough that OSU felt that R&D of an in-house device was
justified.
Using a flow measuring device in a small annular
geometry is most difficult.This geometry exists in
pressurized water reactors and is called the downcomer
region.Research facilities performing system
performance tests on nuclear reactor designs find
downcomer velocities useful in their analysis.The
thermal hydraulic test facility at Oregon State
University has this need for testing of the AP600
prototype design.
This thesis describes the research performance to
meet the following objectives:10
1.)Determine the capability of a small
heater/thermocouple unit to act as a flow sensor
device.
2.)Analytically examine flow sensor performance
under different flow conditions.
3.)Qualify hysteresis effects for different flow
sensor geometries.
The type of probe investigated is a heater with a
thermocouple embedded into the center of the heated
region.The temperature of the heater is maintained
constant by modulating the power fed to the heater.
The amount of power being used by the heater can be
used to determine flow velocities passing over the
heater.
Chapter 2 describes a simple system constructed
for the investigation of such a device.Data was taken
in 1992 to determine whether such a device would be
capable of handling the task.After data was taken,
the system was disassembled to move on to other phases
of the AP600 testing.
To determine whether this is a good design to
measure flow velocities, Chapter 3 presents a computer
model developed to run simulations in systems that are
more difficult to reproduce mechanically (high
pressures, high temperatures, etc).The numerical11
model uses a control volume approach.This approach is
used to escape the difficulties experienced for
transient conduction analytical models.
Certain measuring devices produce hysteresis
during their operation.Hysteresis is a phenomenon
that happens when a device measures the response of a
system better when the process is going one direction
than a different direction.An example of this might
be seen for deflection meters which measure fluid
velocities well when flow is increasing but does not
measure veloci ies well when velocities are decreasing.
This device behaves with a hysteresis.
The reason hysteresis occurs is due to the heat
conduction and the placement of the thermocouple.For
a device of this kind having the thermocouple me'inted
at the center of the heated region, it is very
sensitive when the power of the heater is increased and
the temperature is increasing.When the power is
decreased, the temperature of the heater can only cool
down as fast as the heat can be taken away by the
working fluid.Heat flux through the heater can be
increased very rapidly depending on the power input but
is decreased by a physical limit of geometry and
material properties.Hysteresis data was taken and is
presented in Chapter 4.Chapter 2
The Experiment
2.1Introduction
12
The purpose of this experiment is to determine the
capabilities of a small heater to be used as a flow
sensor device in the AP600 Thermal Hydraulic Test
Facility.The AP600 project has certain areas where
fluid velocities are needed.One way to determine
fluid velocities in certain areas is to use a heater
and monitor its temperature and power.Some vendors
supply such devices but the cost does not seem
reasonable for the application.
A simple flow sensor can be constructed using a
heater, a power source, and an electronic controller
for the heater.The controlling device uses a
thermocouple embedded at the center of the heater.The
controller keeps the heater at a constant temperature
rather than a constant power.
2.2Description of Flow Sensor Components
The heater is a small stainless steel tube filled
with boron nitrate (Figure 2.1).Boron nitrate is a
highly conductive fill material commonly used inT/C LEAD (OUT OF PAGE)
HEATER LEAD (UT OF PAGE)
0.24" 0.18"
STAINLESS STEEL
BORON NITRATE
T/C LEAD (INT PAGE)
HEATER LEAD (INT PAGE)
Figure 2.1Axial View of Heater14
similar applications.The actual heating element is a
thick wire making one loop (down and up) through the
heated length.The 0.5 inch long heated length begins
0.25 inches from the bottom of the heater (Figure 2.2).
The type K thermocouple used with the controller is
embedded within the heater at the center of the heated
section.
The controller is an electronic device used for
many applications and has many programmable features.
These features include the rate the heater responds to
changes, how the heater handles overshooting the proper
power requirements, etc.The controller has a feature
called autotune.When the autotune mode is engaged,
the controller determines the best operating parameters
for ramping power.
The autotune mode has three different settings.
Mode 1 allows the tuner to change temperatures very
slowly and can take up to 90 minutes.Mode 3 is much
faster (process only takes approximately three minutes)
but there is a risk that some of the parameters may not
be set at an optimum.Mode 2 operates in between modes
one and three.
Ramping power is an important controlling
parameter for operation.The heater changes the power
increase or decrease as the heater approaches theSTAINLESS STEEL SHEATH
i0.25
0.18"
0.24"
15
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T/C LEAD
HEATER LEAD
THERMOCOUPLE
HEATER
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Figure 2.2Side View of Heater16
setpoint temperature (the optimum temperature was found
to be 160 degrees Fahrenheit).The change in power
ramping helps the controller to approach the desired
temperature without overshooting.Overshooting causes
an oscillation above or below the setpoint temperature.
For this system the autotune 3 mode is sufficient for
setting system parameters and saves considerable time.
2.3Descriptions of the Flow Experiment
There are several components used in the
construction of the experiment.
The turbine meter is an Omega product with a
signal conditioner that changes pulse frequencies into
a one to five 17(lt DC signal.Calibration of the one
to five volt signal to a fluid velocity is accomplished
by using a calibration sheet provided by the vendor.
The calibration sheet provides information
concerning frequency of the turbine meter versus fluid
velocity passing through the meter.A frequency
counter is hooked up to the turbine meter and the
throttle valve is cycled to provide a range of flow
velocities.As the flow is cycled, readings from the
signal conditioner and frequency counter are taken.17
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Test and calibration performed at the automated transducer test facility.
Figure 2.3Flow Calibration SheetTable 2.1 Data for Flow Calibration
Calculation of the flowmeter signal to test section velocity
Piping ID (in) -
Piping flow area (ft2) -
1.049
0.006001756
Frequency of Meter7MeasuredVelocity Flow Voltage
(Hz) En flow Meter (ft/s (ft3/s) (Volts)
53.50 10.17 0.06 2.16
43.70 832 0.05 1.74
38.70 730 0.04 1.55
29.40 5.58 0.03 1.18
21.00 3.98 0.02 0.83
14.50 2.76 0.02 0.57
9.00 1.74 0.01 033
Test Section ID (in) - 3.068
Test Section Flow Area half full (ft2) -,0.02566895
(ft/s) (ft3/s) (volts) (ft/s) (ft/s)
Measured Velocity Velocity in Test Section
In flow Meter (ft/s) Flow Meter SignalMeasured VelocityCalculated Velocity
10.17 0.06 2.16 2.38 235
).32 0.05 1.74 1.95 1.89
730 0.04 155 1.71 1.68
5.58 0.03 1.18 130 1.28
3.98 0.02 0.83 0.93 0.90
2.76 0.02 0.57 0.65 0.62
1.74 0.01 0.33 0.41 036
Slope -1.09
Intercept -
r2-
0.03
1.00
1819
From the flow calibration sheet (Figure 2.3), the
actual flow velocity can be plotted against the signal
produced (signals from the flow meter were in
milliamps).Using the geometry of the flow meter, a
correlation between flow and signal can be produced.
Table 2.1 provides the data taken and the correlation
for gallons per minute versus flow signal. The
correlation uses a simple least squares linearization.
Figure 2.4 plots actual data versus the correlation
values for the same flow signals.The flow velocity
shown is calculated using the following form.
Velocity (ft/s) = slope x signal (mA) (2.1)
The data acquisition system used is a Fluke Helios
product.The system is capable of sampling many
hundreds of channels at once.The Helios system is
attached to an 8088 computer.The software used is a
program called Prologger.Prologger can program the
Helios with the types of information concerning system
configuration (thermocouples, voltages, amperage, etc.)
and retrieves data from the hardware.
Prologger provides data in a Lotus 1-2-3 format.
This is transformed into a format useful for Excel 4.0
for Windows.The data taken for this thesis is
presented in Appendix A.2.50
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The system is programmed to take data every two
seconds.Information concerning power being fed into
the heater, as well as the signal from the turbine
meter, was logged.The input deck for the Helios
entered through the Prologger software is included in
Appendix B.
Figure 2.5 shows the wiring schematic for the
test.A 24 volt power supply is used to power the two
signal conditioners.One signal conditioner changes
pulses from the turbine meter into one to five volts
(OMEGA), the other signal conditioner changes the amps
flowing through the heater into a four to twenty
millivolt signal (ACX 141).
The SCR in Figure 2.5 is a solid state switch
which provides power to the heater by chopping a 120
volt 60 Hz power supply.Information supplied to the
SCR by the controller allows the SCR to feed the proper
amount of power to the heater.
The system is constructed mostly out of PVC
(Figure 2.6).A twenty-foot long three-inch schedule
40 pipe is used for the test section.The test section
is supported by four plastic camper jacks for leveling.
The PVC is cut into two ten foot sections and flanges
are glued on two of the ends.The flanges provide a
place to insert a metal spool into the system.EXIT TANK
WATER LEVEL
SWAGELK WITH TEFLON FARREL
LEAD WIRES
HEATER STEEL SPOOL
THROTTLE
TURBINE METER
CLEAR 5' PVC SECTIONS
PUMP
Figure 2.6Bench Test Configuration24
The metal spool provides a place to drill holes
needed to insert instrumentation.The ends of the
spool are filled with Bondo (a common auto body
filler).This filling provides a smooth entrance and
exit to reduce edge effects.
A small centrifugal pump (used commonly for
swimming pools) provides circulation.Water pumped in
at one end passes through the test section and exits
the pipe into a 50 gallon tank (Figure 2.6).The tank
reduces exit effects as much as possible.
2.4Test Philosophy
There are three different types of tests used to
examine heater performance.One test determines which
heater temperature can provide the best result.Five
different runs are done in which the fluid velocity is
started low and changed to high (temps for the
individual runs are 100, 120, 140, 160, and 178 degrees
F).The run which provides the greatest heater signal
span to fluid velocity is chosen.the top end is set
at 178 degrees Fahrenheit because this temperature is
the highest achievable temperature the heater can reach
at the maximum flow and maximum power of the system.25
The second type of test provides data concerning
sudden changes in fluid velocity.The throttle valve
is set at a high level of fluid flow and then abruptly
turned to a low level.This changes the fluid velocity
from high to low quickly and the response of the unit
can be tracked.
The third type of test performed concerns
hysteresis.The throttle valve is manually cycled from
low to high over a ten minute period.
2.5Testing Procedures
Water held in the testing apparatus for several
days ensures a stable water temperature.During
testing, the water temperature average was 85 degrees
Fahrenheit.
The heater controller is allowed to autotune
itself each time the unit is turned on or the
temperature setting of the heater is changed.
The following procedures are used for the three
different tests.
A.)Procedure to determine the best heater
performance.
1.)The pump is turned on and the throttle
valve opened 100 percent.26
2.)The computer and Helios are turned on.
Prologger is executed on the PC and data
values are check to make sure the
equipment is functioning normally.
3.)The heater controller is put into the
autotune 3 mode and is allowed to
complete tuning the system (a certain
temperature is selected).
4.)The data acquisition system is activated
and takes data.
5.)Data is taken while a throttle valve is
closed slowly.The time from full open
to closed is usually 5 minutes.
B.)Procedure to determine characteristics during
a sudden change.
1.)The pump is turned on and the throttle
valve opened in the range of 70 percent
to 100 percent of full open.
2) The computer and Helios are turned on.
Prologger is executed on the PC and data
values are checked to make sure the
equipment is functioning normally.
3.)The heater controller is put into the
autotune 3 mode and is allowed to27
complete tuning the system (a certain
temperature is selected).
4.)The data acquisition system is activated
and takes data.
5.)Data is taken while the throttle valve
is abruptly partially closed.
C.)Procedure to determine the characteristics
during a hysteresis.
1.)The pump is turned on and the throttle
valve opened 100 percent.
2.)The computer and Helios are turned on.
Prologger is executed on the PC and data
values are checked to make sure the
equipment is functioning normally.
3.)The heater controller is put into the
autotune 3 mode and is allowed to
complete turning the system (a certain
temperature is selected).
4.)The data acquisition system is activated
and takes data.
5.)Data is taken while the throttle valve
is closed and opened slowly.28
2.6Discussion and Results
Data taken for the first type of experiment
(determining the optimum operating temperature) show
two results leading to 160'F as the best temperature.
1.)The temperatures used below 160'F do not
display as large a signal range as 160'F.
2.)One temperature was used above 160'F.178'F
showed extremely unstable readings.the
readings were so unstable, a complete run
ver the entire span of the valve could not
be taken.Low flow velocities were
unreadable.
Results for this test are graphed in Figure 2.7.
Data taken for the second type of experiment
(concerning the response time of the system) is most
useful in the development of the numerical model.
Results of this test are in Figures 2.8 through 2.14
which show flow velocity versus heater power.
Data taken for the third type of experiment
(concerning the hysteresis effect) shows a dramatic
difference in the system's response during the closing
of the valve as opposed to the opening of the valve.A
more detailed explanation of hysteresis is in
Chapter 4.0.9
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2.7Conclusion
The heater does not provide good data when the
flow rate is changed quickly.The ability of the
electronics and the heat conduction through the heater
are two reasons the unit is hindered.Better
electronics could provide an instrument that would
perform well in low flow rates.A better approach
might be to fix the heater power and monitor the
temperature rather than fix the temperature and change
the power.Chapter 3
The Numerical Code
3.1Introduction
38
The development of a numerical model is useful to
run simulations for the same system in different
conditions or to change the system for optimization.
Simulations are useful because it is sometimes easier
to reproduce certain flow systems mathematically than
in reality.The AP600 test facility contains many
opportunities to use this flow velocity measuring
device.The environment the device would be put into
is difficult to test and therefore, a mathematical code
is a useful tool.
3.2The Mathematical Model
The numerical code developed uses a control volume
approach.This method was chosen for the following
reasons.
1.)The nature of the system is transient.
Transience can make an analytical approach
difficult.
2.)The method is fairly simple (Large sets of
simultaneous equations are not needed).39
Tbutk
Figure 3.1 Visual Representation of Nodal Layout
Used for the Numerical Model40
The method splits the heater into several radial
nodes in the shape of donuts (Figure 3.1).The are two
major regions in the heater: the center filled region
(boron nitrate), and the outer stainless steel region.
The boundaries of the problem are the temperature at
the inside surface of the stainless region (fixed at
160 degrees Fahrenheit) and the water region (at 85
degrees Fahrenheit).The parameter that is constantly
changing is the convective heat transfer coefficient.
Changes in the convection coefficient cause
different heat flux rates out of the heater.The
method makes the outer last node of the stainless
region as half stainless and half water.The outer
node then has a different thermal resistance depending
on the predicted convective heat transfer coefficient.
In order to predict the heat transfer coefficient, a
model given by McAdams is used ref[1].
The NuD for the system is calculated using the
form
NuD = B RenPr1/3 (3.1)
where B and n are provided in Table 3.141
Table 3.1
Coefficients for Equation 3.1
ReD B n
0.4-4 0.989 0.330
4-40 0.911 0.385
40-4,000 0.683 0.466
4,000-40,000 0.193 0.618
40,000-400,000 0.027 0.805
For our system, ReD = 4,000-40,000 and therefore
the values of B = 0.193 and n = 0.618 are appropriate.
The convective heat transfer coefficient can be
obtained by the following equation.
h
(k)0 193Re0618prv3 7
(3.2)
The code uses a setup file to initiate the system
parameters (region sizes, number of nodes,
temperatures, material coefficients, etc.).This
allows the user to change the nature of the system
easily and the program can be used for many different
heater systems.Parameters used for this particular
system are listed in Appendix C.
The data is entered into the program as an input
deck with the extension CSV (Comma Separated Variable).
The first line of the input deck is the title of the42
data set.The second line indicates the number of
lines the data runs (the actual number is separated by
the line title using a comma).The next lines of the
deck are split into three columns.The first column is
the time index in seconds.The second column is the
data for flow velocity.This velocity is used by the
code for the calculation of the convective heat
transfer coefficient.The third column is raw data of
the heater controller signal conditioner.
The input decks for the analysis are in Appendix
D.Some of the time indexing shown in these input
decks have non-integer values.Prologger does not
always take data over a two second interval.The
actual time index for the input deck was arrived at by
determining the amount of time that passed during the
run and then divided by the actual number of data sets
taken.
The program has functions built to process a batch
of files or an individual file.Prior to executing the
method, the program allows the user to change the At
used in the method at the last minute.
At the execution of the method, the code
calculates the initial conditions that the heater
should be experiencing for a steady state system. The
thermal resistance of the heater is calculated and a q43
is predicted.This q then allows the program to
initialize each nodal temperature.
When the initial temperatures are calculated, the
program begins a marching method which first predicts
the new outside sheath temperature by using a
linearized convective heat transfer coefficient between
each time step in the input deck.
EXAMPLE:
Two data lines of the deck are
Line 11 7,28.153,0.4
Line 12 9,42.230,0.6
The convective heat transfer coefficient is 10 at time
step 7 seconds.
The convective heat transfer coefficient is 15 at time
step 9 seconds.
The At that the program is using is 0.2 seconds.
These parameters show us the program will analyze
the data 10 times between each line of the input deck.
The convective heat transfer coefficient for each of
those time steps is linearized between 10 and 15 for 2
seconds (i.e. the convective heat transfer coefficient
equals 10 + 5/2 x t where t equals 0 at time Step 7).44
If the time-step chosen for the analysis is too
large, the code will exhibit a wild instability.If
the instability occurs, the program predicts
temperatures above and below the boundary temperatures
set in the problem.When the instability happens, the
code notifies the user of the problem and indicates
this problem on the last line of the output file.
3.3Derivation of Model Equations
he following derivation shows the formulas used
for the calculation of each nodal temperature.
Starting with the integral form of the energy
equation
d
epdV
43Q
dt
f fep(vdA .7a
t dt JJ
and eliminating some of these terms
Shaft work equals 0
velocity equals 0
8Ws 0
dt
(v b-)= 0
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)which simplifies to the following equation.
cwt"a Hi'
epdV
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(3.6)
8Q/dt represents the heat flow into the node and the
internal heat generation.Heat flow into the node is
represented by
AT
q-IR
(3.7)
where ER equals the sum of the thermal resistances of
the system.Thermal resistance through a cylindrical
solid in the radial direction is
i router
r.inner
nkL
(3.8)
which provides us with the framework to write the
following two equations.
Thermal resistance for a node outside the current
node is
Q
(ri+1
r.1
2nkL
(3.9)Thermal resistance for a node inside the current node
is
enri
---r
2nkL
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(3.10)
Using these two resistances we can write the following
equation.
8Q/dt = [Heat entering the node from the adjacent
inside node] + [Heat entering the node from the
adjacent outside node] + [internal heat generation of
the node]
8Q 2nkL (Ti_Lt 2nkL (T1+1,t.-Ti3O
nr1 n(ri+1 ri_1 r.
Ar 2 Ar 2 GL(it(r.1 2 1 2
(3.11)47
For this system, G equals zero.8Q/dt now reduces
to
80 2nkL(111_1,tTi, t) 27ckL(111+11t11110
7DE
ri
(3.12)
in e n
ri_i
( (ri+1
r.
)
a/at jjj epdV is the change inenergy storage of the
node per unit time.Energy (e)= [gravitational
potential energy] + [kinematic energy] + [internal
thermal energy].
V2
e = gy + + (3.13)
2
For this system, equation 3.13 reduces to e= u or e
equals the internal thermal energy per unitmass
(enthalpy).pDv represents the mass in the node.The
energy per unit mass multiplied by the mass of the node
provides total energy in the node.The right side of
equation 3.6 can be expressed as the following.
afff
epdV =amC
PT
(3.14)Taking the partial with respect to time of equation
3.14 can be expressed as the following.
a a mC T = mC
-(TE P P --(FE
T
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(3.15)
For the system, a/at 151 epDv can be written as the
following:
ill 7t
Ar)2 epdV = L[ri+ 7C(ri-2Ar)2]
[Ti,t+At
pCp
At
The complete equation is...
(3.16)
2nkL 111,0 2ickL (Ti+1,t Ti, t)
(3.17)
pcp = L
nri Qn
ir.Ar)2
r1+1
Ti,t
ri_i
(r+Ar12_7t
r
Ti,t+At
1 21 '-2- At49
The next step is to solve for the new temperature
Ti,t+At at the new time-step.
Ti t Ti+1,tTi,t
i
in
r r+1 1 en (3.18)
2kAt r
Ti,t+et
()C
- +Ti,t
(r+-2
The equation for the convective coefficient
boundary can be derived by first rewriting equation
3.12.The thermal resistance of the heat entering the
node from the inside is the same, however the
resistance for the heat entering the node from the
outside is different.Starting with:
q = hAAT = h2nriL (Tw Ti,t) (3.19)
and substituting into equation 3.12 the following is
obtained.
842ickLN,1_1 Ti,t)
"at
nri
ri_i
+ 27chriL (TwTi,t) (3.20)Rewriting equation 3.14 using the proper mass of the
node,
LEIepdV = 7CpLCpri (ri .161-.)2]
at
[Ti,t+At Ti, t
At
50
(3.21)
and solving for Ti,t+At asbefore, we arrive at the
following.
Ti,t + At
2At
i i-1,tTft)
TwTi,01
n
+ Ti,t
pCp r
2(r )2
2r (3.22)
After the new temperatures for the small time step
have been predicted, the loop starts over to project
the next temperatures.This process continues until
the input the deck ends.51
3.4Results
The program produces a final output that can be
read as a CSV file into Excel.The file has columns
showing the time, heat flux through the inner stainless
surface, the convective heat transfer coefficient, and
each nodal temperature.The heat flux (q") can be
multiplied by the surface area of the heated section
and compared to the actual power being fed through the
heater.
The data logged during testing provided a four to
twenty millivolt signal describing the amperage through
the heater.Four millivolts represents zero amps and
20 millivolts represents 0.5 amps.With this
information, the amperage through the heater can be
represented by the following function.
Amps = Signal x 1000/32 -0.125 (3.23)
Multiplying the signal by 1000 changes the signal from
amps to milli-amps.
The impedance of the heater was 30 ohms.Power
through the heater can be calculated using the
following function.
Power = 12x R = (Signal x 1000/320.125)2(3.24)
x Impedance2.5
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When the power through the heater is compared with
the calculated power, the calculated power tends to
overestimate Figures 3.2 through 3.8.This
overestimation of the power might be attributed to the
convection coefficient model used and the autotuning
done by the controller.From the hysteresis data, the
fit is much better than the response data.Response
data was taken over a much shorter time period than the
hysteresis data.
Sensitivity to geometry can now be investigated
using the model.An input deck used for the analysis
of the hysteresis models a flow cycled sinusoidally.
The flow rates are represented in Figure 3.12.Figure
3.10 shows how the data looks for the sheath outer
diameter of 0.248 inches and a thickness of 0.035
inches.Figure 3.11 shows the same data set analyzed
for a heater sheath of 0.496 inches and a sheath
thickness of 0.035 inches.Figure 3.9 shows the same
data set analyzed for a sheath diameter of 0.124 inches
and a sheath thickness of 0.035 inches.
From these plots we can see large circles.The
circles are caused by the transient conduction through
the steel sheath.The center of the heater responds as
quickly as the system can transmit energy and flow
changes through the system materials.64
The thin heater has a flatter circle representing
a quicker response to the changing flows.The opposite
response can be seen with the thicker heater forming a
larger circle.
From these results, we can see that the best
system would be a very small heater.For systems that
would employ these devices, the thinnest sheath
thickness and smallest diameter heater should be
chosen.
3.5Conclusion:
The program could have been improved by entering
functions which would temperature compensate material
properties.A different and more comprehensive
convection coefficient model may have proven useful as
well.This may have been a way of allowing the program
to project a better estimation of power for the system.
The approach is useful and simple for systems which
have transient conditions.This approach may be useful
in the future for other cylindrical analysis.A new
algorithm for the convective heat transfer coefficient
could be entered for axial flow.The change in
convective heat transfer coefficient algorithm would
make the program useful for nuclear applications and65
possibly good for the AP600 project now being performed
at Oregon State University.66
Chapter 4
Analysis of Hysteresis
4.1Introduction
This chapter presents an experimental and
analytical investigation of the hysteresis behavior
exhibited by the flow sensor.
The study of the hysteresis behavior for this
device is necessary to determine how the device will be
affected during the increase or decrease of flow.
Procedures for the experimental investigation have been
provided in Chapter 2.Data for this particular
investigation was limited to one test file of data but
'ias still useful in determining the behavior of the
device and the numerical model.More data could not be
taken due to the disassembly of the bench test.
4.2Discussion of Results
Data was taken for decreasing and increasing flow
rates.Flow rate versus heater power is plotted in
Figure 4.1.The data most closely matches at the ends
of the curve rather than the center region due to the
way the throttle valve behaves.2.50
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Although the valve handle is turned at the same
rate all of the way from open to closed, the actual
change of flow rate through the valve at the beginning
and ending of travel is lower than the middle.
The slow rate of change in flow rates at the
beginning and end of travel allows the system to catch
up and approach the steady state values better than
during the middle of travel.
Another small experiment was performed at steady
state.This data was taken for five different flow
velocities and the data was averaged over a five minute
period.The steady-state data is overlaid onto the
hysteresis data.
The data taken for the hysteresis run was analyzed
using the numerical model.During this analysis, one
major limitation of the code was discovered. The number
of nodes should not be very high (approximately 50).
Too many nodes used during the analysis will not
provide the effects of the convective heat transfer
coefficient to drift through the nodes (i.e. the
effects of the changing convective heat transfer
coefficient will not be felt by the center node because
the outer portion of the sheath will heat up and then
cool down without propagating the effect of the
changing heat transfer all the way to the center).If69
this effect occurs, the center node will never feel the
change in flow.If too few nodes are used, the true
effects of the hysteresis are not projected.After
some experimentation, 20 nodes was found to work very
well.
The results of the hysteresis analysis using the
numerical model are reproduced in Figure 4.2.The
model does not seem to produce a very good prediction
of hysteresis.Changing the number of nodes and the
time step does not improve the models' predictions
beyond that shown.The model is able to predict the
separation of the two different flow paths from high to
low and back but not with the same effect the actual
hysteresis displays.
To further examine the hysteresis behavior, a file
was created simulating a flow that fluctuated
sinusoidally.A graph of the flow pattern analyzed is
given by Figure 3.12.Results of this hysteresis
pattern are presented in Figures 3.10 through 3.12.
The ellipse shown in the plots is caused by the
increase and decrease of the flow pattern.As the flow
increases, the heateris forced to increase the power
in order to keep the center of the heater constant.As
the flow decreases, the heater cools at a rate limited
by the geometry of the heater and the properties of the1
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materials.When the heating and cooling processes
happen, a time lag occurs between the time the flow
rate changes and the time the thermocouple notices the
slight fluctuations in temperature.The time lag is
caused by the conduction transient through the
stainless steel sheath.
The smaller radius heater (1/2 radius used in the
experiment) has a thinner ellipse.The effect is
caused by the difference in the mass of material of the
sheath.For the smaller system, the sheath mass is
less than the 0.248" heater.Less thermal mass to heat
and cool allows the system to respond quicker and
therefore work better.The plot for the thick heater
system (inner sheath radius is twice that of the
experiment but sheath thickness is the same) shows that
the ellipse is larger.More thermal mass for the
sheath is in this system causing the response to be
slower.
The ellipse that is formed by the model can be
called a limit cycle.Limit cycles can be found in
many different systems that have oscillations.
Studying the limit cycle of this system has provided
information about the properties of feedback that the
model develops.72
For linear types of systems which are dependent on
temperature and internal energy storage, an elliptical
feedback limit cycle is not an unusual response to
encounter.For this system, we can see a similar
dependence concerning the energy storage in the sheath
as compared to the delta T required to drive the excess
energy from the system into the coolant.
4.3Quantification of Differences in Limit Plots for
Different Heaters
The differences in the limit cycles analyzed
provide interesting results.Table 4.1 gives numbers
showing the values of the short and long diameters of
the ellipses plotted.For this table, the heater used
in testing is set to unity.The low flux column shows
the lowest flux the model projected for that particular
heater.
Table 4.1
Table of Limit Cycle Results
Heater
Diameter
Low Flux
(Btu/sft2)
Long
Diameter
(Btu/sft2)
Short
Diameter
(ft/s)
a/2D (thin) 0.43 0.227 0.75
D (test) 0.7 0.46 1
2D (thick) 1.16 0.56 1.573
The flux for the small heater had a small band with and
also had a low limit.This result is to be expected
due to the small amount of mass in the sheath heatwas
required to pass through.The larger the heater system
became, the larger the low flux limits and elliptical
diameters became.
It is important to note the long diameters for the
heaters appear to be approaching a limit.This is to
be expected because the sheath is approaching a flat
plate the larger the inside becomes.The low flux
limit still increases due to the larger sheath size.
The analysis shows how the heater is forced to
model this phenomenon by producing an ellipsoid rather
than a straight diagonal line.A straight diagonal
line on the plot would suggest that the heater could
respond instantly to the changing flow patterns.
The limit cycle phenomena is seen in the
calculated hysteresis using the actual data.During
testing, a flow spike occurred.It is possible to see
a loop in the lower corner of the plot caused by the
flow spike.74
4.4Conclusion
Hysteresis does occur using this type of flow
device.Simulations performed in chapter 3 show a
smaller diameter heater will reduce the hysteresis.
Another way of minimizing the hysteresis is with
electronics that can respond quicker and better.If
the electronics used in the controller were better
equipped to respond to the inputs sent to them by the
thermocouple, the hysteresis effect would become
smaller.
Systems that would employ this device should
consider the amount of transience that the flow rates
will display.If transience is large and often, this
device is not a useful tool for specific measurements.75
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1Introduction
The lack of the ability to retrieve more data
using the testing apparatus is the largest problem
facing this analysis.Moving forward with the AP600
thermal hydraulic test forced the disassembly of the
test apparatus and ended the ability to take more data
for verification.
5.2Conclusions
The Numerical model does a good job of predicting
the operation of the heater when the system is in a
steady state operation.This conclusion is drawn from
the results shown in the hysteresis calculations and
the response data taken.A better model for the
convective heat transfer coefficient could possibly
improve the performance of the code.Adding
temperature compensation algorithms to the code might
also add to the performance.
The unit as a whole can be used in many areas for
flow velocity measurements.The device does not seem
to perform well where the fluid velocities are changing
more than 0.05 ft/sThe inability of the electronics76
to react quickly as well as the effect of the
conduction transients that are seen through the sheath
of the heater are two reasons for this problem.If the
heater were to be used in a system where the conditions
were somewhat steady state, the size and geometry of
the heater would not make much difference.
The real advantage of a device like this is the
capability to insert it into small odd shaped areas
where the use of a conventional device is cumbersome or
potentially impossible.The downcomer region in the
AP600 thermal hydraulic test is a prime example for
this application.
5.3Recommendations Concerning Heater Diameters
The best heater/thermocouple system to employ in a
flow measuring environment is a heater with the
smallest thermal mass attainable.This would lead to
an infinitely small heater which would be ideal but
unattainable.
The 0.248" heater that was procured for this
project is the smallest type of instrument made for
this type application off the shelf.It would be
possible to custom make something smaller but physical
limitations concerning space for the wiring down the77
center of the sheath cut down the practicality of
making a smaller device.
5.4Industrial Answers to What is Available
The industry currently supports the construction
of these heaters in many different diameters.These
diameters range from 0.25" to 1".The heaters that are
available are built with the internal thermocouple to
check for heater integrity but these thermocouples can
easily be used for the application this thesis has
covered.Electronic control for the system is readily
available off the shelf and the system is simple to
construct.
5.5Can the Hysteresis Uniformities Provide
Information Concerning the Rate of the Flow
Changes
From the results in chapter four, we might be able
to infer some information about the process due to a
predictable hysteresis effect.An analysis approach of
this type is difficult due to the lack of information
if this device were being used as a flow velocity
meter.The experiment provided methods and information
about the process that the heater system couldn't
provide because all parameters for the experiment were78
controlled.It would be difficult for someone in a
real setting to be looking at the results from this
device and determine if of the data was a hysteresis
effect or a real reading.Only data taken during
steady state or long gentle changes could be relied
upon.
The use of this device could be expanded into the
determination of phase in a region.By monitoring the
power, the phase of the working fluid (water or steam
and potentially two phase) can be determined with this
device.Expanding the use of this device would take
some extensive testing to obtain a good idea of its
operational characteristics.79
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Appendix AHeater Response (Test #1)
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TimeHeater Signal (A)Flow Signal (V)
Started at14:38:38 1.30E-02 2.06E+00
Started at14:38:40 1.30E-02 2.07E+00
Started at14:38:43 1.30E-02 2.05E+00
Started at14:38:45 1.30E-02 2.06E+00
Started at14:38:47 1.30E-02 2.05E+00
Started at14:38:49 1.30E-02 2.04E+00
Started at14:38:51 1.30E-02 2.06E+00
Started at14:38:55 1.30E-02 9.89E-01
Started at14:38:57 1.30E-02 2.18E+00
Started at14:38:59 1.30E-02 4.07E-01
Started at14:39:01 1.27E-02 3.98E-01
Started at14:39:03 1.20E-02 4.00E-01
Started at14:39:05 1.20E-02 4.07E-01
Started at14:39:08 1.20E-02 4.02E -01
Started at14:39:10 1.14E-02 3.99E-01
Started at14:39:13 1.13E-02 4.03E-01
Started at14:39:15 1.16E-02 4.08E-01
Started at14:39:17 1.13E-02 4.02E -01
Started at14:3920 1.14E-02 3.96E-01
Started at14:3922 1.16E-02 4.01E-01
Started at14:3924 1.14E-02 4.04E-01
Started at14:3926 1.13E-02 4.01E-01
Started at14:3929 1.15E-02 3.98E-0'
Started at14:39:32 1.15E-02 3.98E-01
Started at14:39:34 1.15E-02 4.01E-01
Started at14:39:36 1.14E-02 4.03E-01
Started at14:39:38 1.13E-02 4.07E-01
Started at14:39:40 1.12E-02 3.90E -01
Started at14:39:42 1.12E-02 3.95E-01
Started at14:39:46 1.12E-02 3.92E-01
Started at14:39:48 1.12E-02 3.83E-01
Started at14:39:51 1.11E-02 3.89E-01
Started at14:39:53 1.12E-02 3.97E-01
Started at14:39:56 1.12E-02 3.90E-01
Started at14:39:59 1.12E-02 3.99E-01
Started at14:40:01 1.12E-02 3.93E-01
Started at14:40:03 1.11E-02 3.89E-01
Started at14:40:05 1.11E-02 3.90E -01
Started at14:40:07 1.11E-02 3.94E -01
Started at14:40:09 1.11E-02 3.96E -01
Started at14:40:13 1.11E-02 3.96E -01
Started at14:40:15 1.12E-02 3.87E-01
Started at14:40:17 1.11E-02 3.90E-01Heater Response (Test #1)
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Started at14:40:19 1.11E-02 3.99E-01
Started at14:40:21 1.11E-02 4.02E-01
Started at14:40:24 1.10E-02 3.96E-01
Started at14:40:27 1.10E-02 3.85E-01
Started at14:40:29 1.10E-02 3.94E-01
Started at14:40:31 1.10E-02 3.95E-01
Started at14:40:33 1.10E-02 3.86E-01
Started at14:40:36 1.10E-02 3.86E-01
Started at14:40:38 1.10E-02 3.98E-01
Started at14:40:40 1.09E-02 3.88E-01
Started at14:40:43 1.10E-02 3.94E-01
Started at14:40:45 1.10E-02 3.95E-01
Started at14:40:47 1.09E-02 3.96E-01
Started at14:40:50 1.09E-02 3.94E-01
Started at14:40:52 1.09E-02 4.00E-01
Started at14:40:54 1.09E-02 3.90E-01
Started at14:40:56 1.10E-02 3.90E-01
Started at14:40:58 1.11E-02 3.87E-01
Started at14:41:02 1.10E-02 3.94E-01
Started at14:41:04 1.10E-02 3.83E-01
Started at14:41:06 1.10E-02 4.00E-01Heater Response (Test #2)
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TimeHeater Signal (A)Flow Signal (V)
Started at14:43:17 1.30E-02 2.13E-4-00
Started at14:43:19 1.30E-02 2.13E+00
Started at14:43:21 1.30E-02 2.15E+00
Started at14:43:23 1.30E-02 2.15E+00
Started at14:43:25 1.30E-02 2.14E+00
Started at14:43:27 1.30E-02 2.15E+00
Started at14:43:29 1.30E-02 2.14E+00
Started at14:43:33 1.30E-02 2.13E+00
Started at14:43:35 1.30E-02 2.11E+00
Started at14:43:37 1.30E-02 2.08E+00
Started at14:43:39 1.30E-02 2.01E+00
Started at14:43:41 1.30E-02 1.97E+00
Started at14:43:43 1.30E-02 1.91E+00
Started at14:43:46 1.30E-02 1.91E+00
Started at14:43:49 1.30E-02 1.88E-4-00
Started at14:43:51 1.29E-02 1.87E-4-00
Started at14:43:53 1.29E-02 1.89E+00
Started at14:43:55 1.29E-02 1.88E+00
Started at14:43:58 1.29E-02 1.88E+00
Started at14:44:00 1.30E-02 1.88E+00
Started at14:44:02 1.30E-02 1.89E+00
Started at14:44:04 1.29E-02 1.88E+00
Started at14:44:07 1.29E-02 1.88E 00
Started at14:44:10 1.29E-02 1.87E4-00
Started at14:44:12 1.29E-02 1.87E+00
Started at14:44:14 1.29E-02 1.88E+00
Started at14:44:16 1.29E-02 1.89E+00
Started at14:44:18 1.29E-02 1.89E-4-00
Started at14:44:20 1.29E-02 1.88E4-00Heater Response (Test #3)
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TimeHeater Signal (A)Flow Signal (V)
Started at14:45:44 1.30E-02 2.13E+00
Started at14:45:46 1.30E-02 2.16E+00
Started at14:45:48 1.30E-02 2.14E+00
Started at14:45:50 1.30E-02 2.13E+00
Started at14:45:52 1.30E-02 2.12E+00
Started at14:45:54 1.30E-02 2.14E+00
Started at14:45:56 1.30E-02 2.16E+00
Started at14:46:00 1.30E-02 2.13E+00
Started at14:46:02 1.30E-02 2.08E+00
Started at14:46:04 1.30E-02 2.08E+00
Started at14:46:06 1.30E-02 2.04E+00
Started at14:46:08 1.30E-02 1.95E+00
Started at14:46:10 1.30E-02 1.58E+00
Started at14:46:14 1.30E-02 1.40E+00
Started at14:46:16 1.29E-02 1.33E+00
Started at14:46:18 1.28E-02 1.33E+00
Started at14:46:20 1.28E-02 1.32E+00
Started at14:4622 1.28E-02 1.33E+00
Started at14:46:25 1.27E-02 1.33E+00
Started at14:46:27 1.28E-02 1.33E+00
Started at14:46:30 1.27E-02 1.32E+00
Started at14:46:32 1.27E-02 1.33E+00
Started at14:46:34 1.27E-02 1.32E+00
Started at14:46:37 1.27E-02 1.33E+00
Started at14:46:39 1.27E-02 1.32E+00
Started at14:46:41 1.27E-02 1.30E+00
Started at14:46:43 1.26E-02 1.31E+00
Started at14:46:46 1.26E-02 1.32E+00
Started at14:46:48 1.26E-02 1.33E+00
Started at14:46:51 1.266-02 1.34E+00
Started at14:46:53 1.26E-02 1.33E+00
Started at14:46:55 1.26E-02 1.32E+00
Started at14:46:57 1.26E-02 1.32E+00
Started at14:46:59 1.26E-02 1.33E+00
Started at14:47:03 1.26E-02 1.31E+00
Started at14:47:05 1.26E-02 1.33E+00
Started at14:47:07 1.26E-02 1.34E+00
Started at14:47:09 1.25E-02 1.33E+00
Started at14:47:11 1.26E-02 1.32E+00
Started at14:47:13 1.26E-02 1.31E+00
Started at14:47:17 1.25E-02 1.33E+00
Started at14:47:19 1.25E-02 1.32E+00
Started at14:47:21 1.25E-02 1.33E+00Heater Response (Test #3)
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Started at14:47:23 1.25E-02 1.34E+00
Started at14:47:25 1.25E-02 1.33E+00
Started at14:47:28 1.25E-02 1.34E+00
Started at14:47:30 1.25E-02 1.32E+00
Started at14:47:33 1.25E-02 1.33E+00
Started at14:47:35 1.25E-02 1.34E+00
Started at14:47:37 1.25E-02 1.32E+00Heater Response (Test #4)
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TimeHeater Signal (A)Flow Signal (V)
Started at14:48:59 1.30E-02 2.16E+00
Started at14:49:01 1.30E-02 2.14E+00
Started at14:49:03 1.30E-02 2.15E+00
Started at14:49:05 1.30E-02 2.16E+00
Started at14:49:07 1.30E-02 2.12E+00
Started at14:49:09 1.30E-02 2.13E+00
Started at14:49:11 1.30E-02 2.14E+00
Started at14:49:15 1.30E-02 2.10E+00
Started at14:49:17 1.30E-02 1.98E+00
Started at14:49:19 1.30E-02 1.52E+00
Started at14:49:21 1.30E-02 1.41E+00
Started at14:49:23 1.29E-02 1.20E+00
Started at14:49:25 1.28E-02 7.89E-01
Started at14:49:29 1.27E-02 7.84E-01
Started at14:49:31 1.25E-02 8.15E-01
Started at14:49:33 1.25E-02 8.1;,E-01
Started at14:49:35 1.25E-02 8.15E-01
Started at14:49:37 1.24E-02 8.24E-01
Started at14:49:40 1.23E-02 8.31E-01
Started at14:49:42 1.23E-02 8.14E-01
Started at14:49:45 1.23E-02 8.10E-01
Started at14:49:47 1.22E-02 8.13E-01
Started at14:49:51 1.21E-02 8.15E-01
Started at14:49:54 1.21E-02 8.16E-01
Started at14:49:56 1.2 -1E-02 8.08E-01
Started at14:49:58 1.21E-02 8.23E-01
Started at14:50:00 1.21E-02 8.08E-01
Started at14:50:02 1.21E-02 8.17E-01
Started at14:50:04 1.21E-02 8.20E-01
Started at14:50:08 1.21E-02 8.15E-01
Started at14:50:10 1.21E-02 8.14E-01
Started at14:50:12 1.21E-02 8.13E-01
Started at14:50:14 1.20E-02 8.00E-01
Started at14:50:16 1.20E-02 8.11E-01
Started at14:50:20 1.20E-02 8.09E-01
Started at14:5022 1.20E-02 8.18E-01
Started at14:50:24 1.20E-02 8.12E-01
Started at14:50:26 1.20E-02 8.12E-01
Started at14:50:28 1.20E-02 8.10E-01
Started at14:50:30 1.20E-02 8.11E-01
Started at14:50:33 1.20E-02 8.12E-01
Started at14:50:36 1.20E-02 8.05E-01
Started at14:50:38 1.20E-02 8.13E-01Heater Response (Test #4)
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Started at14:50:40 1.20E-02 8.15E-01
Started at14:50:42 1.20E-02 8.23E-01
Started at14:50:45 1.19E-02 8.16E-01
Started at14:50:47 1.19E-02 8.13E-01
Started at14:50:49 1.20E-02 8.15E-01
Started at14:50:52 1.20E-02 8.07E-01
Started at14:50:54 1.20E-02 8.11E-01
Started at14:50:57 1.20E-02 8.10E-01
Started at14:50:59 1.20E-02 8.23E-01
Started at14:51:01 1.20E-02 8.15E-01Heater Response (Test #5)
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TimeHeater Signal (A)Flow Signal (V)
Started at14:52:51 1.30E-02 2.16E+00
Started at14:52:53 1.30E-02 2.15E+00
Started at14:52:56 1.30E-02 2.18E+00
Started at14:52:58 1.30E-02 2.15E+00
Started at14:53:00 1.30E-02 2.15E+00
Started at14:53:02 1.30E-02 2.15E+00
Started at14:53:04 1.30E-02 2.15E+00
Started at14:53:07 1.30E-02 2.13E+00
Started at14:53:10 1.30E-02 2.12E+00
Started at14:53:12 1.30E-02 2.04E+00
Started at14:53:14 1.30E-02 1.75E+00
Started at14:53:16,,
14:53:18
1.30E-02
1.29E-02
1.40E+00
1.13E+00 Started at
Started at14:53:21 1.28E-02 8.11E-01
Started at14:53:23 1.27E-02 7.56E-01
Started at14:5326 1.27E-02 9.02E-01
Started at14:5328 1.25E-02 1.14E+00
Started at14:53:30 -25E-02 1.13E+00
Started at14:53:33 1.26E-02 1.02E+00
Started at14:53:35 1.26E-02 1.00E+00
Started at14:53:37 1.25E-02 9.92E-01
Started at14:53:39 1.25E-02 9.96E-01
Started at14:53:42 1.24E-02 9.66E-01
Started at14:53:45 1.24E-02 9.85E-01
Started at14:53:47 1.24E-02 9.96E-01
Started at14:53:49 1.23E-02 9.87E-01
Started at14:53:51 1.23E-02 9.81E-01
Started at14:53:53 1.23E-02 9.82E-01
Started at14:53:55 1.23E-02 9.89E-01
Started at14:53:59 1.23E-02 9.98E-01
Started at14:54:01 1.23E-02 9.84E-01
Started at14:54:03 1.23E-02 9.87E-01
Started at14:54:05 1.23E-02 1.01E+00
Started at14:54:07 1.23E-02 9.95E-01
Started at14:54:10 1.23E-02 9.98E-01
Started at14:54:13 1.22E-02 9.95E-01
Started at14:54:15 1.22E-02 9.99E-01
Started at14:54:17 1.22E-02 9.94E-01
Started at14:54:19 1.22E -02 9.89E-01
Started at14:5421 1.22E-02 1.00E+00
Started at14:54:24 1.22E-02 9.85E-01
Started at14:54:26 1.22E-02 9.94E-01
Started at14:54:28 1.22E-02 9.99E-01
Started at14:54:31 1.22E-02 9.98E-01
Started at14:54:33 1.22E-02 1.01E+00Heater Response (Test #5)
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Started at14:54:36 122E-02 1.01E+00
Started at14:54:38 1.22E-02 9.97E-01
Started at14:54:40 1.22E-02 1.00E+00
Started at14:54:42 1.22E-02 9.92E-01
1@Hysterisis Data
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Time Amp signaVolts
Started at14:03:371.31E-022.16E+00
Started at14:03:391.31E-022.15E+00
Started at14:03:411.31E-022.13E+00
Started at14:03:431.32E-022.15E+00
Started at14:03:451.32E-022.17E+00
Started at14:03:471.31E-022.16E+00
Started at14:03:491.31E-022.13E-4-00
Started at14:03:531.31E-022.16E4-00
Started at14:03:551.31E-022.14E+00
Started at14:03:571.32E-022.15E+00
Started at14:03:591.32E-022.16E+00
Started at14:04:011.31E-022.15E+00
Started at14:04:031.31E-022.14E+00
Started at14:04:051.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:04:071.32E-022.15E+00
Stagy .ed at14:04:091.32E-022.16E+00
Started at14:04:121.32E-022.15E+00
Started at14:04:141.32E-022.13E+00
Started at14:04:171.32E-022.16E+00
Started at14:04:191.32E-022.17E+00
Started at14:04:211.32E-022.15E+00
Started at14:04:231.32E-022.15E+00
Started at14:04:261.31E-022.14E+00
Started at14:04:291.32E-022.17E+00
Started at14:04:311.31E-022.16E+00
Started at14:04:331.31E-022.17E+00
Started at14:04:351.32E-022.13E+00
Started at14:04:371.31E-022.16E+00
Started at14:04:391.32E-022.16E+00
Started at14:04:431.32E-022.17E+00
Started at14:04:451.31E-022.14E+00
Started at14:04:471.31E-022.13E+00
Started at14:04:491.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:04:511.32E-022.14E4-00
Started at14:04:551.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:04:571.32E-022.15E+00
Started at14:04:591.31E-022.15E+00
Started at14:05:011.31E-022.14E+00
Started at14:05:031.32E-022.16E+00
Started at14:05:051.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:05:091.31E-022.15E+00
Started at14:05:111.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:05:131.32E-022.15E+00Hysterisis Data
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Started at14:05:151.32E-022.15E-1-00
Started at14:05:171.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:05:201.32E-022.16E+00
Started at14:05:221.32E-022.13E+00
Started at14:05:241.32E-022.15E+00
Started at14:05:271.32E-022.15E+00
Started at14:05:291.32E-022.16E+00
Started at14:05:321.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:05:341.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:05:361.32E -022.14E+00
Started at14:05:381.32E-022.15E+00
Started at14:05:401.32E-022.12E+00
Started at14:05:431.32E-022.15E+00
Started at14:05:461.32E-022.15E+00
Started at14:05:481.32E-022.16E+00
Started at14:05:501.32E-022.16E+00
Started at14:05:521.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:05:541.32E-022.15E+00
Started at14:05:581.32E-022.13E+00
Started at14:06:001.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:06:021.32E-022.13E+00
Started at14:06:041.31E-022.14E+00
2.14E+001 Started at14:06:061.32E-02
Started at14:06:081.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:06:121.32E-022.13E+00
Started at14:06:141.32E-022.12E+00
Started at14:06:161.32E-022.12E+00
Started at14:06:181.32E-022.13E+00
Started at14:06:201.32E-022.15E+00
Started at14:06231.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:06:251.31E-022.14E+00
Started at14:06:281.32E-022.13E+00
Started at14:06:301.32E-022.12E+00
Started at14:06:321.32E-022.12E+00
Started at14:06:351.32E-022.13E+00
Started at14:06:371.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:06:391.32E-022.13E+00
Started at14:06:411.32E-022.12E+00
Started at14:06:441.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:06:461.32E-022.13E+00
Started at14:06:491.32E-022.12E+00
Started at14:06:511.32E-022.12E+00
Started at14:06:531.32E-022.15E+00
Started at14:06:551.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:06:571.32E-022.12E+00
Started at14:07:011.32E -022.13E+00
Started at14:07:031.32E -022.12E+00Hysterisis Data
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Started at14:07:051.32E-022.13E+00
Started at14:07:071.32E-022.13E+00
Started at14:07:091.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:07:131.32E-022.12E+00
Started at14:07:151.31E-022.14E+00
Started at14:07:171.31E-022.14E+00
Started at14:07:191.32E-022.13E+00
Started at14:07:211.32E-022.14E+00
Started at14:07:231.32E-022.11E+00
Started at14:07:261.31E-022.11E+00
Started at14:07:291.32E-022.11E+00
Started at14:07:311.32E-022.10E+00
Started at14:07:331.32E -022.10E+00
Started at14:07:351.31E-022.12E+00
Started at14:07:381.31E-022.10E+00
Started at14:07:401.31E-022.09E+00
Started at14:07:421.32E-022.11E+00
Started at14:07:441.31E-022.11E+00
Started at14:07:471.31E-022.10E+00
Started at14:07:491.31E-022.07E+00
Started at14:07:521.31E-022.10E+00
Started at14:07:541.31E-022.07E+00
Started at14:07:561.31E-022.07E+00
Started at14:07:581.31E-022.06E+00
Started at14:08:001.31E-022.05E+00
Started at14:08:041.31E-022.06E+00
Started at14:08:061.31E-022.06E- 00
Started at14:08:081.31E-022.04E+00
Started at14:08:101.32E-022.06E+00
Started at14:08:121.31E-022.05E+00
Started at14:08:161.31E-022.03E+00
Started at14:08:181.31E-022.02E+00
Started at14:08:201.31E-022.01E+00
Started at14:08:221.31E-022.00E+00
Started at14:08:241.31E-022.00E+00
Started at14:08:261.31E-021.98E+00
Started at14:08:291.31E-021.97E+00
Started at14:08:321.31E-021.95E+00
Started at14:08:341.31E-021.93E+00
Started at14:08:361.31E-021.95E+00
Started at14:08:381.31E-021.90E+00
Started at14:08:411.31E-021.88E+00
Started at14:08:431.31E-021.84E+00
Started at14:08:451.30E-021.82E+00
Started at14:08:471.30E-021.81E+00
Started at14:08:501.30E-021.78E+00
Started at14:08:521.30E-021.74E+00Hysteris is Data
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Started at14:08:551.30E -021.71E+00
Started at14:08:571.30E-021.68E+00
Started at14:08:591.30E-021.62E+00
Started at14:09:011.30E -021.58E+00
Started at14:09:031.30E-021.55E+00
Started at14:09:071.29E-021.50E+00
Started at14:09:091.29E-021.48E+00
Started at14:09:111.29E-021.39E+00
Started at14:09:131.29E-021.36E+00
Started at14:09:151.29E-021.30E+00
Started at14:09:191.28E-021.17E+00
Started at14:09:211.28E-021.07E+00
Started at14:09:231.27E-021.04E+00
Started at14:09:251.27E-029.89E-01
Started at14:09:271.26E-029.30E-01
Started at14:09:291.26E-028.15E-01
Started at14:09:331.25E-027.88E-01
Started at14:09:351.25E-027.33E-01
Started at14:09:371.23E-026.88E-01
Started at14:09:391.22E-026.27E-01
Started at14:09:411.22E-025.79E-01
Started at14:09:441.20E-025.50E-01
Started at14:09:471.18E-025.37E-01
Started at14:09:491.17E-025.36E-01
Started at14:09:521.17E-025.36E-01
Started at14:09:541.17E-025.48E-01
Started at14:09:561.16E-025.48E-01
Started at14:10:001.16E-025.36E-01
Started at14:10:021.17E-025.34E-01
Started at14:10:041.17E-025.47E-01
Started at14:10:061.17E-025.48E-01
Started at14:10:081.17E-025.51E-01
Started at14:10:121.17E-025.49E-01
Started at14:10:141.16E-025.19E-01
Started at14:10:161.15E-025.38E-01
Started at14:10:181.15E-025.40E-01
Started at14:10:201.14E-025.31E-01
Started at14:10:231.15E-025.24E-01
Started at14:10:261.14E-025.28E-01
Started at14:10:281.15E-025.09E-01
Started at14:10:301.15E-025.10E-01
Started at14:10:321.15E-024.88E-01
Started at14:10:341.15E-024.34E-01
Started at14:10:371.14E-024.26E-01
Started at14:10:391.14E-024.02E-01
Started at14:10:411.14E-023.98E-01
Started at14:10:441.13E-024.03E-01Hysterisis Data
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Started at14:10:461.12E-024.06E-01
Started at14:10:491.11E-024.06E-01
Started at14:10:511.11E-024.00E-01
Started at14:10:531.11E-024.05E-01
Started at14:10:551.12E-024.01E-01
Started at14:10:571.12E-023.94E-01
Started at14:11:011.12E-023.82E-01
Started at14:11:031.11E-023.62E-01
Started at14:11:051.12E-023.49E-01
Started at14:11:071.12E-023.28E-01
Started at14:11:091.11E-023.22E-01
Started at14:11:111.11E-023.33E-01
Started at14:11:151.09E-023.29E-01
Started at14:11:171.09E-023.16E-01
Started at14:11:191.09E-02327E-01
Started at14:11:211.09E-023.34E-01
Started at14:11:231.09E-023.30E-01
Started at14:11:261.10E-023.06E-01
Started at14:11:281.10E-022.89E-01
Started at14:11:311.10E-022.82E-01
Started at14:11:331.10E-022.76E-01
Started at14:11:351.10E-022.54E-01
Started at14:11:371.08E-023.25E-01
Started at14:11:401.08E-022.15E-01
Started at14:11:421.07E-022.59E-01
Started at14:11:441.05E-022.89E-01
Started at14:11:471.051--022.51E-01
Started at14:11:491.05E-022.29E-01
Started at14:11:521.04E-023.34E-01
Started at14:11:541.05E-021.92E-01
Started at14:11:561.04E-021.89E-01
Started at14:11:581.05E-022.70E-01
Started at14:12:001.06E-021.82E-01
Started at14:12:041.05E-023.09E-01
Started at14:12:061.05E-022.27E-01
Started at14:12:081.05E-024.28E-01
Started at14:12:101.04E-027.85E-01
Started at14:12:121.03E-021.16E+00
Started at14:12:141.03E-024.76E-01
Started at14:12:181.02E-024.06E-01
Started at14:12:201.01E-022.96E-01
Time
Started at14:12221.02E-023.55E-01
Started at14:12:241.04E-023.96E-01Hysterisis Data
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Started at14:12:261.05E-021.68E-01
Started at14:12:291.06E-022.04E-01
Started at14:12:311.07E-022.04E-01
Started at14:12:331.06E-023.61E-01
Started at14:12:361.06E-021.94E-01
Started at14:12:381.06E-021.78E-01
Started at14:12:401.05E-023.35E-01
Started at14:12:431.04E-023.49E-01
Started at14:12:451.03E-022.63E-01
Started at14:12:471.03E-022.06E-01
Started at14:12:491.03E-021.95E-01
Started at14:12:511.03E-021.93E-01
Started at14:12:551.05E-022.27E-01
Started at14:12:571.05E-022.30E-01
Started at14:12:591.06E-022.29E-01
Started at14:13:011.06E-022.28E-01
Started at14:13:031.07E-022.36E-01
Started at14:13:071.06E-022.68E-01
Started at14:13:091.06E-023.24E-01
Started at14:13:111.05E-022.47E-01
Started at14:13:131.05E-022.72E-01
Started at14:13:151.05E-022.67E-01
Started at14:13:171.05E-022.96E-01
Started at14:13:201.06E-023.01E-01
Started at14:13:231.06E-023.21E-01
Started at14:13:251.06E-023.87E-01
Started at14:13:271.08E-023.39E-01
Started at14:13:291.09E-023.44E-01
Started at14:13:321.08E-023.46E-01
Started at14:13:341.09E-023.47E-01
Started at14:13:361.08E-023.44E-01
Started at14:13:381.08E-023.66E-01
Started at14:13:411.08E-023.90E-01
Started at14:13:431.08E-024.31E-01
Started at14:13:461.08E-024.41E-01
Started at14:13:481.09E-024.62E-01
Started at14:13:501.10E-024.70E-01
Started at14:13:521.10E-024.92E-01
Started at14:13:541.11E-025.03E-01
Started at14:13:581.12E-025.15E-01
Started at14:14:001.12E-025.27E-01
Started at14:14:021.12E-025.52E-01
Started at14:14:041.12E -025.63E-01
Started at14:14:061.12E-025.63E-01
Started at14:14:101.13E-025.85E-01
Started at14:14:121.13E-025.79E-01
Started at14:14:141.13E-026.16E-01Hysterisis Data
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Started at14:14:161.13E-026.31E-01
Started at14:14:181.14E-026.39E-01
Started at14:14:201.14E-026.94E-01
Started at14:14:231.15E-026.99E-01
Started at14:14:261.15E-027.01E-01
Started at14:14:281.16E-027.08E-01
Started at14:14:301.16E-026.98E-01
Started at14:14:321.17E-027.03E-01
Started at14:14:351.17E-027.09E-01
Started at14:14:371.17E-027.05E-01
Started at14:14:391.17E-027.14E-01
Started at14:14:411.17E-027.08E-01
Started at14:14:441.17E-027.06E-01
Started at14:14:471.17E-027.27E-01
Started at14:14:491.17E-027.58E-01
Started at14:14:511.17E-027.85E-01
Started at14:14:531.17E-027.92E-01
Started at14:14:551.18E-028.46E-01
Started at14:14:571.18E-028.81E-01
Started at14:15:011.19E-029.56E-01
Started at14:15:031.19E-029.83E-01
Started at14:15:051.20E-021.02E+00
Started at14:15:071.20E-021.04E+00
Started at14:15:091.21E-021.08E+00
Started at14:15:131.21E-021.12E+00
Started at14:15:151.22E-021.13E+00
Started -it14:15:171.22E-021.15E+00
Started at14:15:191.22E-021.18E+00
Started at14:15:211.23E-021.20E+00
Started at14:15:231.23E-021.22E+00
Started at14:15:261.23E-021.27E+00
Started at14:15:291.23E-02129E+00
Started at14:15:311.24E-021.33E+00
Started at14:15:331.24E-021.37E+00
Started at14:15:351.24E-021.39E+00
Started at14:15:381.25E-021.42E+00
Started at14:15:401.25E-021.45E+00
Started at14:15:421.25E-021.47E+00
Started at14:15:441.26E-021.49E+00
Started at14:15:471.26E-021.49E+00
Started at14:15:501.26E-021.54E+00
Started at14:15:521.26E-021.56E+00
Started at14:15:541.26E-021.57E+00
Started at14:15:561.27E-021.60E+00
Started at14:15:581.27E-021.60E+00
Started at14:16:001.27E-021.67E+00
Started at14:16:041.27E-021.69E+00Hysterisis Data
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Started at14:16:061.27E-021.71E+00
Started at14:16:081.27E-021.70E+00
Started at14:16:101.27E-021.72E+00
Started at14:16:121.27E-021.77E+00
Started at14:16:161.28E-021.81E+00
Started at14:16:181.28E-021.82E+00
Started at14:16:201.28E-021.84E+00
Started at14:16:221.28E-021.85E+00
Started at14:16:241.28E-021.86E+00
Started at14:16:261.28E-021.85E+00
Started at14:16:291.29E-021.87E+00
Started at14:16:321.29E-021.87E-1-00
Started at14:16:341.29E-021.89E+00
Started at14:16:361.29E-021.89E+00
Started at14:16:381.29E-021.92E+00
Started at14:16:411.29E-021.95E+00
Started at14:16:431.29E-021.96E+00
Started at14:16:451.29 E-021.96E+00
Started at14:16:481.29E-021.96E+00
Started at14:16:501.29E `)21.97E+00
Started at14:16:531.29E-021.97E+00
Started at14:16:551.30E-021.97E+00
Started at14:16:571.29E-021.96E+00
Started at14:16:591.29E-022.00E+00
Started at14:17:011.30E -021.99E+00
Started at14:17:031.30E -022.02E+00
Started at14:17:071.29E-022.02E+00
Started at14:17:091.30E-022.02E+00
Started at14:17:111.30E-022.02E-1-00
Started at14:17:131.30E -022.04E+00
Started at14:17:151.30E-022.06E+00
Started at14:17:191.30E-022.03E+00
Started at14:17211.30E-022.04E+00
Started at14:1731.30E-022.05E+00
Started at14:17:251.30E-022.06E+00
Started at14:17:271.30E-022.06E+00
Started at14:17:291.30E-022.06E+00
Started at14:17:331.30E-022.05E+00
Started at14:17:351.30E-022.07E+00
Started at14:17:371.30E-022.08E+00
Started at14:17:391.30E-022.06E+00
Started at14:17:411.30E -022.10E+00
Started at14:17:441.30E -022.10E+00
Started at14:17:461.30E -022.10E+00
Started at14:17:481.31E-022.08E+00
Started at14:17:511.31E-022.08E+00
Started at14:17:531.30E-022.08E+00Hysterisis Data
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Started at14:17:561.30E-022.11E-1-00
Started at14:17:581.30E-022.11E+00
Started at14:18:001.31E-022.09E+00
Started at14:18:021.31E-022.11E+00
Started at14:18:051.31E-022.11E+00
Started at14:18:071.30E-022.12E+00
Started at14:18:101.30E-022.12E+00
Started at14:18:121.30E-022.11E+00
Started at14:18:141.31E-022.13E+00
Started at14:18:161.31E-022.13E+00
Started at14:18:181.31E-022.13E+00
Started at14:18:221.31E-022.13E+00
Started at14:18:241.31E-022.12E+00
Started at14:18:261.31E-022.11E+00
Started at14:18:281.31E-022.14E+00
Started at14:18:301.31E-022.14E+00
Started at14:18:321.31E-022.15E+00
Started at14:18:361.31E-022.14E+00
Started at14:18:381.31E-022.14E+00
Started at14:18:401.31E-022.14E+00101
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Appendix B
Input Deck Entered Into the Helios from Prologger
Def Chan(0,4) = DVIN
Def Scan(0) = Chan(0,4)
Start Scan (0), Interval = 2103
Appendix CAppendix C
Conduction coefficient
for stainless steel
k Conduction coefficient of
water
1Btu 1.0026111
Vgi97TI
Btu 1
sft
CPHeat capacity of Btu 1
stainless steel klbm 'F/
p Density of stainless
steel
Prandtl # for water
Kinematic viscosity of
water ft2
0.39
0.11
4.88
5.89
9.29 x 10-6
B Convection correlation 0.683
coefficient
n Convection correlation 0.466
coefficient
Sheath outer diameter
Sheath inner diameter
TbulkBulk temperature of water
TinInner sheath temperature
AtTime step
(ft) 0.0206667
(ft) 0.0150000
('F) 85
('F) 160
(s) 0.001
104105
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Heater Response Test number 3
* of lines = 64
02.20535612.9785
2.32.21318412.9942
4.62.18476512.9961
6.92.20014412.9805
9.22.18424212.9727
11.52.1774612.9727
13.82.2019712.9805
16.11.05574612.9863
18.42.33286412.9961
20.70.43491812.9746
230.42474912.7012
25.30.42761812.0371
27.60.43439711.9766
29.90.42944311.9942
32.20.42579211.3574
34.50.43022511.2949
36.80.43622211.5938
39.10.42970311.3379
41.40.42318511.3828
43.70.42839911.5899
460.43152911.3692
48.30.42839911.3262
50.60.42501111.5059
52.90.425532 11.5
55.20.428661 11.457
57.50.43048611.4004
59.80.43517911.3359
62.10.41640611.2168
64.40.42162111.1953
66.70.41901311.1602
690.40910511.1856
71.30.41510211.1406
73.60.42422811.1719
75.90.41692711.2207
78.20.42579211.1504
80.50.41927411.1563
82.80.41536211.1231
85.10.41666611.1035
87.40.42031711.1426
89.70.42344611.1387
920.42266311.1309
94.30.413537 11.168
96.60.41692711.1094
98.90.42657411.1016(Book2)3RESPO.CSV
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101.20.42970311.0918
103.50.42318510.9649
105.80.41119111.0332
108.10.42031711.0488
110.40.42214211.0195
112.70.411974 11.002
1150.41223411.0254
117.30.42474910.9531
119.60.41458110.9238
121.90.420838 10.959
124.20.4213610.9512
126.50.42292410.9004
128.80.42057710.9219
131.10.427357 10.918
133.40.41640610.9336
135.70.41692711.0176
1380.41353711.0996
140.30.420317 10.957
142.60.40858411.0117
144.90.42735711.0293(Book2)32RESPO.CSV
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Heater Response Test number 32
# of lines = 29
02.27237312.9785
22.27393212.9863
42.29583712.9883
62.29922212.9824
82.28540313.0078
102.29609313.0137
122.28905512.9883
142.27054712.9922
162.25880912.9785
182.21709313.0176
202.14408513.0156
222.101322 13
242.042412.9512
262.03483912.9531
282.009805 12.957
301.99806812.9356
322.02362512.9356
342.01266712.9258
362.01266712.9356
382.010585 12.957
402.01919312.9609
422.0048512.9414
442.01058512.9375
461.99963812.9414
482.00041712.9141
502.01006112.9219
522.01476112.9473
542.01476112.9238
562.01293412.9199(Book2)33RESPO.CSV
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Heater Response Test Number 33
*of lines = 50
02.318089 13
22.34858412.9844
42.318892 13.002
62.31543912.9824
82.298476 13.002
102.32498513.0371
122.34540213.0098
142.31172512.9902
162.26108512.9863
182.25419912.9824
202.22026212.9785
222.11738512.9863
241.71092812.9863
261.52295212.9727
281.4479112.9082
301.44181712.8438
321.43810312.7988
341.43968812.7695
361.44711712.7402
381.44632412.7559
401.43147812.6953
421.44844212.6953
441.42962112.7012
461.44154612.6563
481.4346612.6699
501.41636112.6543
52 1.426712.6152
541.43810312.6035
561.4428712.6035
581.45109112.6152
601.44871312.5938
621.42988212.5977
641.43703912.6016
661.44049212.6055
68 1.421412.5781
701.43968812.5781
721.45215612.5645
741.44340312.5469
76 1.43212.5586
781.42749312.5606
801.44075312.5332
821.43438912.5039
841.44764912.5254
861.45083112.5449(Book2)33RESPO.CSV
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881.44897412.5391
901.45533812.5234
921.43863512.5195
941.44871312.5156
961.45003812.5195
981.43518212.5234(Book2)34RESPO.CSV
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Heater Response Test Number 34
# of lines. 53
0230235212.9727
22.28592612.9766
42.29245112.9902
62.30913313.0078
82.26846413.0176
102.27262913.0274
122.283587 13.002
142.23977813.0156
162.11488612.9922
181.62833712.9902
201.50735412.9746
221.27659112.9317
240.84219812.7754
260.83698312.7031
280.87061912.5332
300.86827212.4805
320.87061912.4844
340.87974512.4434
360.887828 12.332
380.86905412.3067
400.864622 12.252
420.86775112.1641
440.87087912.0996
460.87192312.1152
480.86279712.1231
500.87896312.1192
520.86305712.1211
540.872444 12.125
560.87557312.1055
580.87035812.1113
600.86957612.1016
620.86775112.0527
640.85471411.9883
660.86618612.0313
680.86410112.0488
700.87400812.0293
720.86696812.0039
740.86696812.0293
760.86488211.9707
780.86566511.9883
800.86670811.9883
820.85966711.9707
840.868533 12.002
860.87009712.0039(BodQ)34RESPO.CSV
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880.87922412.0098
900.87114111.9492
920.86801211.9453
940.87009711.9766
960.86201511.9961
980.86644711.9824
1000.86488211.9649
1020.87844211.9707
1040.87061911.9844(Book2)35RESPO.CSV
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Heater Response File Test Number 35
# of lines = 49
02.30652812.9649
2.32.29583712.9746
4.62.32555912.9629
6.92.29740712.9746
9.22.29296413.0078
11.52.295581 13.002
13.82.29192812.9942
16.12.26976712.9942
18.42.26141512.9883
20.72.17563312.9824
231.87317612.9844
25.31.49145112.9883
27.61.20593212.9395
29.90.86644712.8242
32.20.8077812.7344
34.50.96292212.6543
36.81.2153212.5274
39.11.20462912.4688
41.41.09459312.5684
43.71.07190912.5547
461.05913612.5371
48.31.06330712.4942
50.61.05339912.4141
52.91.05209512.3809
55.21.06409 12.377
57.51.05392112.3438
59.81.04818412.2813
62.11.04922812.3184
64.41.05626812.3047
66.71.06617612.2695
691.05105312.2891
71.31.0536612.2852
73.61.07451512.2871
75.91.06252512.2715
78.21.06591512.2695
80.51.06252512.2442
82.81.06695812.2344
85.11.06200412.2188
87.41.05652912.2227
89.71.0695712.2012
921.05183512.2188
94.31.06148212.1836
96.61.06643612.1973
98.91.065655 12.207(Book2)35RESPO.CSV
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101.21.07713112.2207
103.51.07347912.2402
105.81.06435112.2188
108.11.07295612.2227
110.41.05939612.2129(Book2) HITOLO.CSV
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From High to Low during Hystersis testing
# of lines = 225
02.35059513.1465
22.33787613.1426
42.3110913.1328
62.33230313.1524
82.35511413.1504
102.34264413.1348
122.31506513.1445
142.34503413.1465
162.3288613.1387
182.33813613.1582
202.3492713.1602
222.33097813.1484
242.32514513.1406
262.32036613.1543
282.339461 13.168
302.34238313.1543
322.33787613.1543
342.31241513.1543
362.35007413.1582
382.35723213.1621
402.33627913.1934
422.33151113.1856
442.31904113.1426
462.35193113.1543
482.34715213.1465
502.35298513.1484
522.31798713.1543
542.34503413.1387
562.34529413.1524
582.35165913.1504
602.32063813.1484
622.3161313.1445
642.32540613.1504
662.32301613.1641
682.323016 13.166
702.33760413.1543
722.33813613.1484
742.32275613.1484
762.347684 13.166
782.325938 13.168
802.33760413.1426
822.32593813.1602
842.33362913.1621
862.33707213.1563(Book2)HITOLO.CSV
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882.32805613.1738
902.34608713.1699
922.31585813.1563
942.33203213.1582
962.33839713.1563
982.34529413.1582
1002.322495 13.166
1022.32461313.1504
1042.32063813.1621
1062.33813613.1602
1082.30180313.1563
1102.331771 13.168
1122.33469313.1934
1142.34131913.1699
1162.34343713.1699
1182.325678 13.168
1202.33839713.1719
1222.31135113.1738
1242.3288613.1817
1262.31267613.1797
1282.3288613.1445
1302.32700313.1543
1322.32143113.1582
1342.31824813.1582
1362.30577913.1738
1382.29942413.1621
1402.31639113.1563
1422.33627913.1895
1442.31983413.1699
1462.32196313.1445
1482.318509 13.166
1502.30551813.1699
1522.303413.1738
1542.310558 13.168
1562.320638 13.168
1582.309493 13.168
1602.30233513.1699
1622.32354913.1602
1642.31532613.1543
1662.29915313.1797
1682.30472513.2051
1702.33999413.1777
1722.32434213.1582
1742.30684313.1602
1762.31400113.1797
1782.29889213.1699(Book2)HITOLOCSV
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1802.3084413.1543
1822.31585813.1719
1842.3211713.1777
1862.30207513.1758
1882.31983413.1484
1902.31904113.1367
1922.30976513.1524
1942.31983413.1602
1962.2959713.1563
1982.29517713.1445
2002.29173413.1504
2022.28589 13.168
2042.27635313.1582
2062.29756713.1484
2082.28456513.1309
2102.27475713.1406
2122.28855113.1504
2142.29729513.1367
2162.28165413.1348
2182.25221813.1465
2202.28086113.1348
2222.25089313.1426
2242.25194713.1465
2262.23683813.1328
2282.22410713.1289
2302.2426713.1152
2322.23816313.1426
2342.21058413.1309
2362.23524113.1621
2382.2246413.1426
2402.210313 13.125
2422.18909913.1192
2442.18777413.1152
2462.168679 13.125
2482.17371913.1367
2502.15303813.1152
2522.13818913.0977
2542.12121213.0938
2562.10159513.1094
2582.11670413.1055
2602.06658713.0918
2622.04298413.0899
2642.00081813.0567
2661.972707 13.043
2681.96236713.0371
2701.93425613.0313(Book2)HITOLO.CSV
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2721.89475113.0313
2741.85682113.0234
2761.82155213.0039
2781.76056212.9961
2801.71468112.9922
2821.68525612.9883
2841.63141312.9317
2861.607017 12.916
2881.51261612.8848
2901.47363212.8867
2921.41661812.8867
2941.2697112.8047
2961.16495712.7598
2981.13207812.7461
3001.07373412.7051
3021.00982412.6445
3040.88571712.5938
3060.85601812.5488
3080.79582112.4629
3100.74755612.3418
3120.68099512.2402
3140.62848912.1641
3180.58340711.8281
3200.58181611.6699
3220.58181611.7031
3240.59507511.o797
3260.5953411.6113
3280.58261111.6445
3300.58022511.6992
3320.59454511.7149
3340.59507511.6934
3360.59825811.6777
3380.59640111.6875
3400.56404911.5918
3420.58473311.4961
3440.58685511.4844
3460.57677711.4121
3480.56961811.4961
3500.57386111.4453
3520.55291111.4531
3540.55344111.4863
3560.52957411.4688
3580.47123311.4649
3600.46301311.4317
3620.4367611.3731(Book2) HITOLO. CSV
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3640.43278211.3574
3660.437555 11.25
3680.44100211.1719
3700.441002 11.082
3720.43463811.0918
3740.43994211.1367
3760.43569911.1875
3780.42827311.2285
3800.41448411.1914
3820.39273911.1231
3840.379214 11.168
3860.355878 11.166
3880.34977911.0742
3900.36144711.0547
3920.3574710.9024
3940.34368 10.916
3960.35481710.8926
3980.36303810.9082
400 0.35810.8848
4020.33254210.9981
4040.31424410.9922
4060.30681910.9942
4080.30018911.0195
4100.27552710.9902
4120.35322710.8359
4140.23389310.7774
4160.28162710.7129
4180.31344810.4922
4200.27234510.4785
4220.24874310.5234
4240.36330310.4043
4260.20843610.5098
4280.20498810.4297
4300.2930310.4512
4320.19809310.5859
4340.33598910.4824
4360.24688710.5391
4380.46486910.5176
440 0.853110.3633
4421.258033 10.332
4440.5165810.2559
4460.440472 10.168
4480.3211410.0801(Book2) LOTOHI.CSV
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Low to High data for Hystersis testing
# of lines= 163
00.38610910.1856
2.340.43039610.3789
4.680.18218210.4707
7.020.22169510.5645
9.360.2214310.6524
11.70.39194310.6484
14.040.21055710.6445
16.380.1933210.6406
18.720.36436510.4727
21.060.3794810.3594
23.40.28613510.2988
25.740.223286 10.291
28.080.21161710.2715
30.420.21002710.3008
32.760.24635710.4844
35.10.25033510.5293
37.440.24927310.5801
39.780.24768310.6445
42.120.25643410.6563
44.460.29064210.6465
46.80.35216610.5957
49.140.26810210.5274
51.480.29594610.4727
53.820.28958210.4629
56.160.32, 6710.5215
58.50.32697310.5664
60.840.34871810.6016
63.180.42031810.6367
65.520.36860710.7656
67.860.37364510.8574
70.20.37629810.8496
72.540.37735810.8594
74.880.37391110.8301
77.220.39724710.7969
79.560.42403110.8359
81.90.46805210.8359
84.240.4791910.8438
86.580.501996 10.916
88.920.51048111.0059
91.260.53461311.0371
93.60.54681111.0996
95.940.55980511.2109
98.280.57279911 2227
100.620.59931811.2363(Book2) LOTOHI.CSV
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102.960.61178211.2461
105.30.61125211.2461
107.640.63511811.2871
109.980.62848911.2774
112.320.668796 11.291
114.660.68576811.3399
1170.69425511.3711
119.340.75418711.3965
121.680.75895911.4922
124.020.76134611.5313
126.360.76877111.5879
128.70.75816411.6231
131.040.76320211.6504
133.380.77009711.6621
135.720.76585511.6563
138.060.77513611.6543
140.40.76956711.6621
142.740.76638511.6856
145.080.7897211.6543
147.420.82286911.6641
149.76 0.853111.6953
152.10.85999511.7266
154.440.91886611.7559
156.780.95705211.8027
159.121.0387311.9277
161.461.06763511.9395
163.81.10396711.9629
166.141.13048112.0313
168.481.175569 12.082
170.821.21667112.1445
173.161 222243 12.166
175.51.2495512.1934
177.841.28110412.2285
180.181.299939 12.25
182.521 32221612.2988
184.861.38267412.3359
187.21.40044412.3379
189.541.43942812.3574
191.881.48450512.4043
194.221.51473412.4336
196.561.5441712.4629
198.91.57943912.5059
201.241.59137612.5313
203.581.61444712.5703
205.921.61656512.5781
208.261.66748612.5684(Book2)LOTOHI.CSV
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210.6 1.69412.5918
212.941.7043412.6152
215.281.73802312.6504
217.621.733516 12.668
219.961.80988612.6777
222.31.83163212.6953
224.641.854703 12.709
226.981.84940212.7129
229.321.86875812.7227
231.661.9249812.7442
2341.96475612.7539
236.341.97695412.7734
238.681.99710312.8145
241.022.00453312.8242
243.362.02469312.8262
245.72.00532612.8399
248.042.02601812.8594
250.382.03556512.8574
252.722.05810412.8906
255.062.05359612.8789
257.42.08117512.8887
259.742.11458612.9375
262.082.13022712.9375
264.422.1257212.9453
266.762.13022712.9336
269.12.13898212.9356
271.442.1408412.9453
273.782.13526712.9512
276.122.12731612.9356
278.462.17292612.9473
280.82.16072812.9649
283.142.19387912.9531
285.482.19334612.9473
287.822.19255312.9844
290.162.19573612.9922
292.52.21774212.9688
294.842.23922712.9727
297.182.20740212.9746
299.522.21349513.0039
301.862.22145712.9844
304.22.23630512.9942
306.542.2323313.0195
308.882.24002 13.002
311.222.22596513.0254
313.562.24532113.0215
315.92.25460813.0254(Book2)LOTOHICSV
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318.242.23789113.0039
320.582.28032913.0176
322.922.27740713.0332
325.262.27847213.0313
327.62.26016913.0625
329.942.25884413.0547
332.282.25407613.0488
334.622.29278813.0293
336.962.29252713.0234
339.32.27263913.0508
341.642.29411313.0723
343.982.29624213.0742
346.322.30207513.0469
348.662.30286813.0391
3512.29624213.0293
353.342.31214413.0625
355.682.30949313.0645
358.022.31188313.0723
360.362.31081813.0625
362.72.30233513.0645
365.042.29385213.0762
367.382.31904113.0742
369.722.3211713.0664
372.062.33495413.0781
374.42.32434213.0879
376.742.319313 13.084
379.082.32514513.0664124
Appendix E125
Program Heater2;
(*This is a program written by Scott Franz May 93
For the transient analysis of a cylindrical heater
in water.*)
($24-0-
Uses dos, crt, graph, Scott;
Const
Stab = le-7;
Type
Setup = Record
KSTain :Real;
rhostain :Real;
CStain :Real;
KFill :Real;
PrH2O :Real;
Nu :Real;
B :Real;
n :Real;
SOD :Real;
HOD :Real;
Kwat :Real;
NumFn :Integer;
NumSn :Integer;
Flow_Cal :Real;
Twat :Real;
Tin :Real;
DeltaT :Real;
WriteCount :Integer;
Fudge :Real;
Extra_Ten :Array[1..10] of double;
end;
var
Setup_File :File of Setup;
Setup Data :Setup;
WriteCount, Batch_Num, Num_Files, Num_Lines, i,j,k,
NumFN, NumSn :Integer;
Answer :Char;
Flow_Cal, v, Hod, Sod, n, B, KStain, Kfill, PrH2O, Nu,
Kwat, Tin, Twat,
RhoStain, CStain, DeltaT, Fudge :Real;
Filename :String[20];
File_Title :String[80];
Data :array [1..3,1..500] of real;
NodeCaics :array[1..5,1..75] of double;
TextFile :Text;
files :array[1..30] of string[13];Batch :array[1..30] of shortint;
Beep :Boolean;
q :Double;
(*
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1KStain = Coefficient of thermal conductivity for
stainless steel (Btu/s ft F) 1
IKFill = Coefficient of thermal conductivity for
filler (Btu/s ft F)
1PrH2O = Prandtl # for water @ 80 F
1Nu = kinematic viscosity of water @ 80 F (ftA2/s)
1
1SOD = Sheath Outer Diameter (ft)
1
1n = exponent used in formula 20-33 ref 1
1
IHOD = Heater Outer Diameter (ft)
IB = coefficient used in formula 20-33 ref 1
1Kwat = Coefficient of thermal conductivity of H2O
(Btu/s ft F)
INumSn = # of nodes in the stainless steel section.
1NumFn = # of nodes in the fill section
1
1Flow Cal = Flow calibration factor
IData = array of data to be read into the program
IColumn 1 = time, Column 2 = flow signal, Column 3 =
Heater signal
1NodeCalcs = Calculation results for each node
1Column 1 = time, Column 2 = radial length, Column 3
= temperature, Column 4 =
IConvective Heat Transfer Coefficient (Btu/s ft2 F),
Column 5 = q" for each 1
Inode at the outer radius.
1File_Title = the first line in the data file
1Tin = Temperature inside the heater (F)
1Twat = Temperature of the water(F)
1Num_Lines = # of lines in the data file.
1127
1DeltaT = Time step taken by the program (s)
1Files = array that will hold file names
1Num_Files = Number of files in the directory
IBatch = array used to keep track of which files to
analyze
1Batch_Num = # of files chosen to analyze
1RhoStain = Density of Stainless Steel (lbm/ft3)
1CStain = Heat Capacity of Stainless Steel (Btu /
lbm F)
1i,j,k are pointers for loops
IBeep = variable to determin if the user wants an
audio alarm
Iq = heat flux at the initiation of the data
1Stab = the value for stabalizing criteria
1WriteCount = number of lines that are skipped
during the printout of a file.
1Extra_Ten = an array ofnumbers that may be used
in thefuture.
1Fudge = Fudge factor.
Procedure Open_Setup;
Begin
Assign (Setup_File, 'SETUP.HTR');
Reset (Setup_File);
Read (Setup_File, Setup_Data);
Close (Setup_File);
end;
Procedure Save_Setup;
Begin
Assign (Setup_File, 'SETUP.HTR');
ReWrite (Setup_File);
Write (Setup_File, Setup_Data);
Close (Setup_File);
end;
Procedure Get_Files;128
var
Dirinfo: SearchRec;
i :Integer;
begin
i := 0;
FindFirst('*.CSV', Anyfile, Dirinfo);
Files[1] := Dirinfo.Name;
i := 1;
while DosError = 0 do
begin
FindNext(Dirinfo);
If DosError = 0 then
Begin
i := i + 1;
Files[i) := Dirinfo.name;
end;
end;
Num_Files := i;
end;
Procedure Produce List;
(*This procedure writes a list of input decks to the
screen *)
var
i :Integer;
Begin
For i := 1 to Num_Files do
Writeln (i,' ',Files[i]);
end;
Procedure Initialize;
(*This procedure sets the variables with their initial
values
and launches the program*)
var
Choice :Integer;
(*
IChoice is an integer used in the batch file
retrieval part I
1
Begin
* )129
Get_Files;
Clrscr;
Write ('There ');
If (Num_Files = 1) then Write ('is 1 file ')
else
Write ('are ',Num_Files,' files ');
Writeln ('in the current directory.');
Writeln;
Writeln ('Enter your choice.');
Writeln;
Writeln - Analyze a select batch of files.');
Writeln ('2Analyze one file.');
Writeln ('3Analyze all of the files in this
directory.');
Answer := Readkey;
Case Answer of
'1' :Begin
Clrscr;
Writeln ('The following file choices are
available.');
Writeln;
Produce_List;
Writeln;
Write ('How many of these files do you wish
to use ?');
Readln (Choice);
Batch_Num :- Choice;
For j:= 1 to Choice do
Begin
Clrscr;
Produce_List;
Write ('Files so far chosen are ');
If (J>1) then
For i := 1 to j-1 do
Write (' ',batch[i])
else Write ('None');
Writeln;
Write ('For file # ',j,', enter the-
corresponding # from the list.');
Readln (Batch[j]);
end;
Clrscr;
end;
'2' :Begin
Clrscr;
Produce_List;
Writeln;
Writeln ('Enter the number of the file that
you want to analyze.');
Readln (Batch[1]);
Clrscr;Batch_Num := 1;
end;
'3' :Begin
Batch_Num := Num_Files;
For i := 1 to Num_Files do
Batch[i] := i;
end;
end;
Fudge := Setup_data.Fudge;
KSTain := Setup_data.KStain*Fudge;
RhoStain := Setup_data.RhoStain;
CStain := Setup_data.CStain;
KFill := Setup_data.KFill*Fudge;
PrH2O := Setup_data.PrH2O;
Nu := Setup_data.Nu;
B := Setup_data.B;
n := Setup_data.n;
SOD := Setup_data.SOD;
HOD := Setup_data.HOD;
Kwat := Setup_data.Kwat*fudge;
NumFn := Setup_data.NumFn;
NumSn := Setup_data.NumSn;
Flow Cal := Setup_data.Flow_Cal;
Twat := Setup_data.Twat;
Tin := Setup_data.Tin;
DeltaT := Setup_data.DeltaT;
WriteCount := Settip_data.WriteCount;
end;
Function Conv_Coeff (v :Real):Real;
(*Calculates the Convective coefficient using formula
20-33 ref 1 *)
var
Nud, h, Red :Real;
(*
I Red - Reynolds # based on diameter of the sheath
1 v = fluid velocity ft/s
1 Nud = Nusselt # based on Sheath diameter
I h = convective heat transfer coefficient
1
Begin
Red := v*SOD/Nu;
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Nud B * Power(Red,n) * Power(PrH20,(1/3));
h := Kwat * Nud / SOD;
(* Change to seconds instead of hours *)
h := h/3600;
h := h*fudge;
Conv-Coeff := h;
end;
Procedure Enter_Parameters;
(* This procedure is here for the user to change
certain parameters
if necessary.*)
Begin
Clrscr;
Writeln ('The current time step is ',DeltaT:3:3);
Writeln ('Do you wish to change this ?t);
Answer Readkey;
Answer := UPcase(Answer);
If (Answer - 'Y') then
Begin
Write ('Enter the new time step ');
Readln (DeltaT);
end;
Beep False;
Write ('Do you want to have an audio alarm at the end
of the analysis?');
Answer := Readkey;
Answer := Upcase(Answer);
If (Answer - 'Y') the,. Beep := True;
end;
Procedure Beeping;
(*This procedure makes a beep at the end of the
analysis *)
var
i :Integer;
Begin
For i := 200 to 500 do
Begin
Sound(i);
Delay(5);
end;
Delay(10);
For i 1 to 300 do
Begin
Sound(500 i);
Delay(5);
end;Delay(20);
NoSound;
end;
Procedure Load_File;
(*This is a procedure used to load the data into the
program *)
var
Piece :String[1];
Line, Chunk :String;
Out :Boolean;
Comma_Count, Code :Integer;
(*
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1
1Piece = one character extracted from the data file.
1
ILine is one line extracted ,rom the data file.
IChunk is one section of a line that is in between
the
1Commas in the file (File structure for this program
is
ICSV.
1Out is a flag used to terminate loops.
1
ICode is a Pascal variable not used in the analysis.
1
1i is used as a pointer in this procedure
IComma_Count counts commas in the data lines.
*)
Begin
Assign (TextFile, Filename + '.CSV');
Reset (TextFile);
(*Get the first line of the data file *)
Readln (Textfile, File_title);
(* Access the number of lines in the data file *)133
Readin (Textfile, Line);
Chunk := ";
i := 0;
Out := False;
Repeat
i := i + 1;
Piece := Copy (Line,i,i);
If (Piece = ',') then Out := True;
Until Out;
Out := False;
Chunk := ";
Repeat
i := i + 1;
If (I>100) then Out := True;
Piece := Copy (Line,i,i);
If (Piece <> ") then
Begin
If (Piece = ',') then Out := True
else
Begin
Chunk := Chunk + Piece;
end;
end;
Until Out;
val(Chunk,j,Code);
(*Read data out of the file and enter it into the data
array*)
For Num_Lines := 1 to j do
Begin
Readln (Textfile, Line);
i 0;
Out := False;
Chunk := ";
Comma_Count :- 0;
Repeat
i := i + 1;
If (I > 100) then Out := true;
Piece := Copy(Line,i,i);
If (Piece - ") then i := i + 1
else
Begin
If ((Piece - ',') or (I>100)) then
Begin
Comma_Count := Comma_Count + 1;
If (Comma_Count = 3) then Out := True;
val(Chunk,data[comma_Count,Num_Lines],Code);
Chunk :- ";
end
else
Chunk := Chunk + Piece;end;
Until Out;
end;
Close (Textfile);
end;.
Procedure Initial_Cond;
(*This procedure calculates the initial conditions of
the heater using
the data on the first line of the file *)
var
R1, R2, RT :Real;
Backup :Integer;
(*
R1 = resistance due to conduction (Btu/s ft F)
R2 = resistance due to convection.(Btu/s ft F)
RT = Total resistance (Btu/s ft F)
q = heat flux (Btu/s ft2)
Backup is used in loops to count backward.
Begin
(* Calculate the fluid velocity *)
v := Flow_Cal*data[2,1];
* )
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(* First solve for the heat flux through the unit *)
(*Calculate the sum of the resistances*)
(* Calculate the conduction resistance from the heater
outward*)
R1 ln(SOD/HOD)/(2*pi*kstain);
(* Calculate the convection resistance *)
R2 :- 1/(pi*SOD*Conv_Coeff(v));
RT := R1 + R2;
q :- (TinTwat)/Rt;
(* Initialize the time *)
For i 1 to 100 do
NodeCalcs[i,i] 0;
(* Calculate all of the radial lengths and enter into
the array
Node #1 for the fill is the center point and node
#1 for the stainless
is the heater *)135
NodeCalcs[2,1] := 0;
For i := 2 to NumFn do
NodeCalcs[2,i] := (i-1) * (HOD/(NumFn-1));
(* The Numfn'th node is the heater node *)
Ford := 1 to NumSN do
NodeCalcs[2,i+NumFn] := HOD + i *
((SOD-HOD)/(NumSn));
(* The previous line gives values for the radius
larger than the heater *)
For i := 2 to Numfn+Numsn do
NodeCalcs[2,i] := Nodecalcs[2,i]/2;
(* Calculate all of the nodal temperatures (outward to
inward)*)
NodeCalcs[3,Numsn+NumFn] := Twat +
g/(Conv_Coeff(v)*pi*SOD);
For i := 2 to NumSn do
Begin
Backup := NumSn+NumFn i + 1;
(*Calculate conduction resistance for the node *)
R1 := ln( NodeCalcs[2,Backup +l] /
NodeCalcs[2,Backup] )/(2*pi*kstain);
NodeCalcs[3,Backup] := g*R1 + NodeCalcs[3,Backup +
1];
end;
For i := 1 to NumFn do
NodeCalcs[3,i] := Tin;
NodeCalcs[4,1] := Conv_Coeff(v);
end;
Procedure Analyze (m:Integer);
(* This procedure is used to analyze the data *)
var
NodeVolume, gout, Qin, Delt, t, Start, Finish,
Hcurrent, Rin, Rout,
RCurrent, Rdif :Double;
Num_Steps, Flip :Integer;
NewTemps :Array[1..5,1..150] of Double;
Warning :Boolean;
*
IDelt = Time difference between each data line
It = the time that the analyzation is taking place
INum_Steps = the number of steps needed to take in
between each data line
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IStart = the convective heat transfer coefficient at
the beginning of
1
1line.
1Finish = the convective heat transfer coefficient
at the end of each
Iline.
IHcurrent is the heat transfer coefficient at the
current time.
1Qout and Qin = Heat flux from the outer or inner
node
1Rin and Rout = Inner and Outer radius ofa node
INewTemps = Temperatures for the new time step
INodeVolume = Volume of each node
1RCurrent = Radius of node
1RDif = Delta R
IFlip = variable to count the number of times before
the program writes 1
1another line to the ouput and then flipsover.
IWarning is a flag used to tell the user that the
program has reached
Ian unstable state. If warning is set to true, it is
turned on.
Begin
Clrscr;
Warning := True;
Flip := 1;
Writeln ('Analyzing file ',Files[batch[m]],', ',m,' of
',Batch_Num,'.');
Assign (Textfile,Filename + '.OUT');
ReWrite (TextFile);
Writeln (Textfile,'Calculated output from HEATER
(1.2)');
Writeln (Textfile,'Written by Scott Franz 1993');
Writeln (Textfile);
Writeln (Textfile,File_Title);
Writeln (Textfile);
Writeln (Textfile,'Time step used for this analysis=
',DeltaT:3:3,' seconds.');
Writeln (Textfile,'Flow calibration factor=',Flow_Cal:3:3);
Writeln (TextFile,'Number of Stainless Steel
',NumSn:3);
Writeln (Textfile,'Number of Heater Nodes =
',NumFn:3);
Writeln (Textfile);
Write (Textfile,' ,Time (s),Heat Flux (Btu/s
ft2),Heater Sign. (mA),Conv. Coef. (Btu/ft2 s
For i := 1 to (Numfn + Numsn) do
Write (Textfile,',',i);
Writeln (Textfile);
Write (Textfile,'Radius (ft), , ,');
For i := 1 to (Numfn + Numsn) do
Write (Textfile,',',NodeCalcs[2,i]:3:5);
Writeln (Textfile);
Write (Textfile,'Temperatures
(F),0,q"",--,',NodeCalcs[4,1]:3:3);
For i := 1 to (Numfn+Numsn) do
Write (Textfile,',',NodeCalcs[3,i]:3:3);
Writeln (Textfile);
(* Set up the outer loop to process each line*)
For i := 1 to Num_Lines 1 do
Begin
DelT := data[1,i+1] data[l,i];
Num_Steps := Round(Delt/Deltat);
Start := Conv_Coeff(Flow_Cal*data[2,i]);
Finish := Conv_Coeff(Flow_Cal*data[2,i+1]);
(* Set up the inner loop to do the individual time
steps *)
For j:= 1 to Num_Steps do
Begin
t := data[l,i] + j*deltat;
Nodes =
F)');
(* Calculate the convective
for the current time
step *)
hcurrent := ((Finish
Start;
heat transfer coefficient
Start) /belt) * j*deltat +
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(* Now start the calculation starting from the outside
to the inside *)
(* Do the outside sheath boundary condition first *)
Qout := Hcurrent * pi * SOD * (Twat
NodeCalcs[3,Numfn+Numsn]);
Qin := 2 * pi * kstain * (NodeCalcs[3,Numfn+NumSn
1] NodeCalcs[3,Numfn+Numsn])
/ (ln((SOD /2) /(NodeCalcs[2,Numfn + NumSn1])));
NodeCalcs[5,Numfn+Numsn] := Qout + Qin;138
(* Stabalizing criteria *)
If (Abs(NodeCalcs[5,Numsn+Numfn]) < Stab) then
Begin
NodeCalcs[5,Numsn+Numfn] := 0;
Qin := 0;
Qout := 0;
end;
Rin := (NodeCalcs[2,Numfn+Numsn]
NodeCalcs[2,Numfn+Numsn 1])/2
+ NodeCalcs[2,Numfn+Numsn 1];
NodeVolume :- (pi * SOD * SOD/4)pi * Rin * Rin;
NewTemps[3,Numfn+Numsn] := ((Qin + Qout) /
NodeVolume) * (Deltat/(rhostain*CStain))
+ NodeCalcs[3,Numfn+Numsn];
(* Program warning of instability *)
If Warning and ((Newtemps[3,Numfn+Numsn] > Tin) or
(NewTemps[3,Numfn+Numsn] < Twat)) then
Begin
Writeln ('The program has reached an unstable
state.');
Writeln ('It is advisable that you change the
delta T to a smaller');
Writeln ('time step.');
Warning := False;
Answer := Readkey;
end;
(* Now set up a second inner -oop to do all of the
nodes in between the outside
sheath and fill *)
For k 1 to Numsn1 do
Begin
Rdif := Nodecalcs[2,Numfn+Numsn 1]
Nodecalcs[2,Numfn+Numsn - 2];
Rout := NodeCalcs[2,K+Numfn] + Rdif;
Rin := NodeCalcs[2,K+Numfn] Rdif;
RCurrent := NodeCalcs[2,k+Numfn];
Qout := 2 * pi * kstain * (Nodecalcs[3,k+Numfn +
1] NodeCalcs[3,k+Numfn])
/ (ln (Rout / RCurrent));
QIn :=2 * pi * kstain * (Nodecalcs[3,k+Numfn
1] NodeCalcs[3,k+Numfn])
/ (ln (RCurrent / Rin));;
NodeCalcs[5,k+Numfn] := Qin + Qout;
(* Stabalizing Criteria *)
If (Abs(NodeCalcs[5,k+Numfn]) < Stab) then
Begin
NodeCalcs[5,k+Numfn] 0;139
Qin := 0;
Qout := 0;
end;
NodeVolume := pi * (SQR(RCurrent + Rdif/2) +
SQR(RCurrent + Rdif/2));
NewTemps[3,k+Numfn] := ((Qout + Qin) /
NodeVolume) * (Deltat / (rhostain*CStain))
+ NodeCalcs[3,Numfn+k];
NodeCalcs[5,k+Numfn] := -1*Qout;
end;
(* Reset Nodecalcs Array to the new calculated data *)
For k := 1 to Numfn do
Nodecalcs[3,k+Numfn] := NewTemps[3,k+Numfn];
(* Write Information to File *)
Flip := Flip + 1;
If (Flip >= WriteCount) then
Begin
Write (Textfile,'
,',t:3:5,',',NodeCalcs[5,Numfn+1]:3:7,', ,Data[3,i]:3:3
,',',HCurrent:3:7);
For k 1 to Numsn + Numfn do
Write (Textfile,',',NodeCalcs[3,k]:3:3);
Writeln (Textfile);
Flip := 1;
GotoXY (1,2);
Writeln ('Lines Remaining = ',Num_Lines i
1,', # of steps for this line remaining = ',Num_Steps
end;
end;
end;
Writeln (Textfile);
Writeln (Textfile,'Analysis Completed.');
Writeln (TExtfile,'Errors during analysis are:');
If Warning then Writeln (Textfile,'None.')
else
Writeln (Textfile,'ERROR #1: Instablility in the
analysis occurred!');
Close(Textfile);
end;
Procedure Main;
(* This procedure runs the different cases *)
var
1,1 :integer;
BeginEnter_Parameters;
For i := 1 to Batch_Num do
Begin
1 := Length(Files[Batch[i]]);
41ename := Copy(Files[batch[i]],1,(1 4));
Load_File;
Initial_Cond;
Analyze(i);
end;
If Beep then Beeping;
end;
Procedure Intro;
(* this procedure introduces the program *)
var
Out, Outl, Changed :Boolean;
(*
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IChanged =
saved.
IOut, Outl
procedure
1
Flag to determine if changes need to be
variable to signal the ending of the
1
*
Begin
Outl :- False;
Clrscr;
GotoXY(32,10);
Writeln ('HEATER (1.2)');
GotoXY(25,11);
Writeln ('Written by Scott Franz May 93');
GotoXY(26,18);
Writeln ('Strike any key to continue');
Answer := Readkey;
Open_Setup;
Repeat
Clrscr;
Writeln ('Enter the number of your choice.');
Writeln;
Writeln Change the current program settings.');
Writeln ('2 Analyze data.');
Writeln ('3You"ve had enough and it"s time to
quit.');
Answer := Readkey;
Case Answer of
'1' :Begin141
Changed := False;
Out := False;
Repeat
Clrscr;
Writeln ('This program utilizes the folowwing
parameters.');
Writeln;
With Setup_Data do
Begin
Writeln ('AConduction coefficient for
stainless steel (Btu / s ft F) = ',kstain:3:7);
Writeln ('BDensity of stainless steel
(lbm / ft3) = ',rhostain:3:7);
Writeln ('CHeat capacity of stainless
steel (Btu / lbm F) = ',CStain:3:7);
(*Writeln ('D - Conduction coefficient of the
fill material (Btu / s ft F) = ',KFi11:3:7);*)
Writeln ('EPrandtl number for water =
',PrH2O:3:7);
Writeln ('FKinematic viscosity for water
(ftA2 / s) = ',Nu:3:7);
Writeln ('GCorrelation coefficient B =
',B:3:7);
Writeln ('HCorrelation coefficient n =
',n:3:7);
Writeln ('ISheath outer diameter (ft) =
',SOD:3:7);
Writeln ('JHeater outer diameter (ft) =
',HOD:3:7);
Writeln ('KConduction coefficient of the
water (Btu / s ft F) = ',Kwat:3:7);
Writeln ('L - Number of nodes in the fill
region = ',NumFn);
Writeln ('MNumber of nodes in the
stainless region = ',NumSn);
Writeln ('NFlow calibration number =
',Flow_Cal:3:7);
Writeln ('0Bulk temperature of the-water
(F) - ',Twat:3:7);
Writeln ('PTemperature of the centerline
(F) = ',Tin:3:7);
Writeln ('QTime step used (s) =
',DeltaT:3:7);
Writeln ('RNumber of steps in between
printed data sets = ',WriteCount);
Writeln ('SFudge factor for analysis =
',Fudge:3:7);
Writeln ('T Save changes.');
end;
Writeln;
Write ('Enter your choice to alter or U to142
quit.');
Answer := Readkey;
Answer := Upcase(Answer);
Writeln;
With setup_Data do
Case Answer of
'A' :Begin
Changed := True;
Writeln ('Enter new conduction
coefficient for stainless steel (Btu / s ft F)');
Write ('Original value = ',kstain,'
' )
Readln (kstain);
end;
'B' :Begin
Changed := True;
Writeln ('Enter new density for
stainless steel (lbm / ft 3)');
Write ('Original value = ',rhostain,'
Readln (rhostain);
end;
'C' :Begin
Changed := True;
Writeln ('Enter new heat capacity for
stainless steel (Btu / lbm F)');
Write ('Original value = ',CStain,'
Readln (CStain);
end;
: Begin
Changed := True;
Writeln ('Enter new conduction
coefficient for fill material (Btu / s ft F)');
Write ('Original value = ',Kfill,");
Readln (Kfill);
end;
'E' :Begin
Changed := True;
Writeln ('Enter new Prandtl number for
Write ('Original value = ',PrH20,");
Readln (PRH2O);
end;
'F' :Begin
Changed := True;
Writeln ('Enter new kinematic
viscosity for water (ftA2 / s)');
Write ('Original value = ',Nu,");
Readln (Nu);
end;
)
' )
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'G' :Begin
Changed := True;
Writeln ('Enter new correlation
coefficient B');
Write ('Original value = ',B,");
Readln (B);
end;
'H' :Begin
Changed := True;
Writeln ('Enter new correlation
coefficient n');
Write ('Original value = ',n,");
Readln (n);
end;
'I' :Begin
Changed := True;
Writeln ('Enter new sheath outer
diameter (ft)');
Write ('Original value = ',SOD,");
Readln (SOD);
end;
'J' :3egin
Changed := True;
Writeln ('Enter new heater outer
diameter (ft)');
Write ('Original value = ',hod,");
Readln (hod);
end;
'K' :Begin
Changed := True;
Writeln ('Enter new conduction
coefficient of water (Btu / s ft F)');
Write ('Original value - ',kwat,");
Readln (kwat);
end;
'L' :Begin
Changed := True;
Writeln ('Enter new number of nodes in
the fill region');
Write ('Original value = ',numfn,");
Readln (numfn);
end;
'M' :Begin
Changed := True;
Writeln ('Enter newnumber of nodes
in the stainless steel region');
Write ('Original value = ',Numsn,");
Readln (Numsn);
end;
'N' :Begin
Changed := True;number.');
')
'0' :
temperature (F)'
fpf
temperature (F)'
);
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Writeln ('Enter new flow calibration
Write ('Original value = ',Flow_Cal,'
Readln
end;
Begin
Changed
Writeln
);
Write (
Readln
end;
Begin
Changed
Writeln
);
Write (
Readln
end;
'Q' :Begin
Changed := True;
Writeln ('Enter new time step (s)');
Write ('Original value = ',DeltaT,'
R'
between data
',WriteCount,
IS'
'T
U'
(Flow_Cal);
:= True;
('Enter new bulk water
'Original value = ',Twat,'
(Twat);
:= True;
('Enter new centerline
'Original value = ',Tin,' '
(Tin);
);
);
Readln (DeltaT);
end;
:Begin
Changed := True;
Writeln ('Enter new number of steps in
sets');
Write ('Original value =
I);
Readln (WriteCount);
end;
:Begin
Changed := True;
Writeln ('Enter new fudge factor');
Write ('Original value = ',fudge,");
Readln (fudge);
end;
:Begin
Changed := False;
Save_Setup;
end;
Begin
If Changed then
Begin
Clrscr;
Writeln ('You have not saved your
changeslIfff');Beeping;
Writeln ('Do you wish to save them
now (if you answer no, your changes will');
Writeln ('not be saved)');
Answer := Readkey;
Answer := upcase(Answer);
if (Answer = 'Y') then save_Setup;
end;
Out := True;
end;
end;
Until Out;
end;
'2' :Begin
Initialize;
Main;
Clrscr;
end;
'3' :Begin
Outl := True;
end;
end;
Until Outl;
end;
Begin
Intro;
Clrscr;
end.
(*
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IRef 1 Fundamentals of Momentum Heat and Mass
Transfer, Welty, Wicks, and'
IWilson, third edition, John Wiley and sons 1984
page 371146
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(QUID FLOWMETERS
How Reference Section
An overview of types and
capabilities, plus guidelines
or selection, installation,
and maintenance
INTRODUCTION
Measuring the flow of liquids is a
critical need in many industrial
plants. In some operations, the
ability to conduct accurate flow
measurements is so important that it
can make the difference between
making a profit or taking a loss. In
other cases, inaccurate flow
measurementsor failure to take
measurementscan cause serious
(or even disastrous) results.
With most liquid flow measurement
instruments, the flow rate is
determined inferentially by
measuring the liquid's velocity or the
change in kinetic energy. Velocity
depends on the pressure differential
that is forcing the liquid through a
pipe or conduit. Because the pipe's
cross-sectional area is known and
remains constant, the average
velocity is an indication of the flow
rate. The basic relationship for
determining the liquid's flow rate in
such cases Is:
Q=VxA
where:
Q= liquid flow through the pipe
V = average velocity of the flow
A = cross-sectional area of the pipe
Other factors that affect liquid flow
rate include the liquid's viscosity
and density, and the friction of the
liquid in contact with the pipe.
Direct measurements of liquid flows
can be made with positive-
emplacement flowmeters. These
!rats divide the liquid into specific
increments and move It on. The total
low i, an accumulation of the
measured Increments, which can be
counted by mechanical or electronic
techniques.
Reynolds Numbers
The performance offlowmeters is
also Influenced bya dimensionless
?nit called the Reynolds Number. It
1$ defiled as the ratio of the liquid's
rierticir forces to its drag forces.
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figure 1: blinker end turbulent Sows ere the two types normally encountered k Squid flow
measurement operations. Most epprications iavoive trisbulent fiow, with R values above 0.
Viscous Squids usually *sahib& laminar flow with R values below 2000. The transition zone
between the My levels may be either laminar or turbulent
shape. A transition zone exists
between turbulent and laminar
flows. Dependingonthe piping
configuration and other installation
conditions, the flow may be either
turbulent or laminar in this zone.
The equation is:
R3160 x Q x Gi
D x
where:
RReynolds number
0liquid 's flow rate, gpm
Gt = liquid's specific gravity
Dinside pipe diameter, in.
liquid's viscosity, cp
The flow rate and the specific gravity
are inertia forces, and the pipe
diameter and viscosity are drag
forces. The pipe diameter and the
specific gravity remain constant for
most liquid applications. At very low
velocities or high viscosities, R is
low,andthe liquid flows in smooth
layers with the highest velocity at the
center of the pipe and low velocities
at the pipe wall where the viscous
forces restrain it. This type of flow is
called laminar flow. R values are
below approximately 2000. A
characteristic of laminar flow is the
parabolic shape of Its velocity
profile, Fig. 1.
However, most applications involve
turbulent flow, with R values above
3000. Turbulent flow occurs at high
velocities or low viscosities. The flow
breaks up into turbulent eddies that
flow through the pipe with the same
average velocity. Fluid velocity is
less significant, and the velocity
profile is much more uniform in
FLOWMETER TYPES
Numerous types of flowmeters are
available for closed-piping systems.
In general, the equipment can be
classified as differential pressure,
positive displacement, velocity, and
mass meters. Differential pressure
devices (also known as head meters)
include orifices, venturi tubes, flow
tubes, flow nozzles, pitot tubes,
elbow-tap meters, targetmeters, and
variable-area meters, Fig. 2.
Positive displacement meters
include piston, oval-gear, nutating-
disk, and rotary-vane types. Velocity
meters consist of turbine, vortex
shedding, electromagnetic, and
sonic designs. Mass meters Include
Coriolis and thermal types. The
measurement of liquid flows In open
channels generally involves weirs
and flumes.
Space limitations prevent a detailed
discussion of all the liquid
flowmeters available today. Howevec
summary characteristics of common
devices are shown in Table 1. Brief
descriptions follow.
natled on the article, "Reference Ale: Liquid Flowmeters," horn the November 21,1984, issue of PLANT ENGINEERING Magazine.
v,eld with permissiorLLIQUID FLOWMETERS
Flow Reference Section
Differential Pressure Meters
The use of differential pressure as
an inferred measurement of a
liquid's rate of flow is well known.
Differential pressure flowmeters are,
by far, the most common units in use
today. Estimates are that over 50
percent of all liquid flow
measurement applications use this
type of unit.
The basic operating principle of
differential pressure flowmeters is
based on the premise that the
pressure drop across the meter is
proportional to the square of the flow
rate. The flow rate is obtained by
measuring the pressure differential
and extracting the square root.
Differential pressure flowmeters, like
most flowmeters, have a primary and
secondary element. The primary
element causes a change in kinetic
energy, which creates the
differential pressure In the pipe. The
unit must be properly matched to the
pipe size, flow conditions, and the
liquid's properties. And, the
measurement accuracy of the
element must be good over a
reasonable range. The secondary
element measures the differential
pressure and provides the signal or
read-out that is converted to the
actual flow value.
Orifices are the most popular liquid
flowmeters in use today. An orifice is
simply a flat piece of metal with a
specific-sized hole bored in ft. Most
orifices are of the concentric type,
but eccentric, conical (quadrant),
and segmental designs are also
available.
In practice, the orifice plate is
installed in the pipe between two
flanges. Acting as the primary
device, the orifice constricts the flow
of liquid to produce a differential
pressure across the plate. Pressure
taps on either side of the plate are
used to detect the difference. Major
advantages of orifices are that they
have no moving parts and their cost
does not increase significantly with
pipe size.
Conical and quadrant orifices are
relatively new. The units were
develped primarily to measure
liquids with low Reynolds numbers.
Essentially constant flow coefficients
can be maintained at R values below
5000. Conical orifice plates have an
upstream bevel, the depth and angle
of which must be calculated and
machined for each application.
The segmental wedge is a variation
of the segmental orifice. It is a
restriction orifice primarily designed
to measure the flow of liquids
containing solids. The unit has the
ability to measure flows at low
Reynolds numbers and still maintain
the desired square-root relationship.
Its design is simple, and there is only
one critical dimensionthe wedge
gap. Pressure drop through the unit
is only about half that of
conventional orifices.
Integral wedge assemblies combine
the wedge element and pressure
taps Into a one-piece pipe coupling
bolted to a conventional pressure
transmitter. No special piping or
fittings are needed to install the
device in a pipeline.
Metering accuracy of all orifice
flowmeters depends on the
installation conditions, the orifice
area ratio, and the physical properties
of the liquid being measured.
Venturi tubes have the advantage of
being able to handle large flow
volumes at low pressure drops. A
venturi tube is essentially a section
of pipe with a tapered entrance and
a straight throat. As liquid passes
through the throat, its velocity
increases, causing a pressure
differential between the inlet and
outlet regions.
The flowmeters have no moving
parts. They can be installed in large
diameter pipes using flanged,
welded or threaded-end-fittings.
Four or more pressure taps are
usually installed with the unit to
average the measured pressure.
Venturi tubes can be used with most
liquids, including those having a
high solids content.
Flow tubes are somewhat similar to
venturi tubes except that they do not
have the entrance cone. They have a
tapered throat, but the exit is
elongated and smooth. The distance
between the front face and the tip is
approximately one-half the pipe
diameter. Pressure taps are located
about one-half pipe diameter
downstream and one pipe diameter
upstream.
Figure 2: Common differentia/ pressure
flowmeJers include the orifice (a), venturitube
b), flow nozzle (c), picot tube (d), ande2dw-
ap meter (e). Alt require secondaryeletuelds
or measuring the differential pressureand for
converting the data to flow values.
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Flow Reference Section
Flow nozzles, at high velocities, can
handle approximately 60 percent
greater liquid flow than orifice plates
having the same pressure drop.
Uquids with suspended solids can
also be metered. However, use of the
units is not recommended for highly
viscous liquids or those containing
large amounts of sticky solids.
Pitot tubes sense two pressures
simultaneously, Impact and static.
The impact unit consists of a tube
with one end bent at right angles
toward the flow direction. The static
tube's end is dosed, but a small slot
is located in the side of the unit. The
tubes can be mounted separately in
a pipe or combined in a single
casing.
In operation, single-tube units detect
the difference between the impact
pressure and the static pressure at
the wall of the pipe. Pressure taps
connect the tube to a manometer
where the pressure differential is
Indicated. The double-tube
configuration consists of one tube
mounted within the other. The inner
tube senses the impact pressure
while the annular space between the
tubes transmits the static pressure.
Pitot tubes are generally installed by
welding a coupling on a pipe and
inserting the probe through the
coupling. Use of most pitot tubes is
limited to single point measurements.
The unit,s are susceptible to
plugging by foreign material in the
liquid. Advantages of pitot tubes are
low cost, absence of moving parts,
easy Installation, and minimum
pressure drop.
Elbow meters operate on the
principle that when liquid travels in a
circular path, centrifugal force is
exerted along the outer edges. Thus,
when liquid flows through a pipe
elbow, the force on the elbow's
interior surface is proportional to the
density of the liquid times the
square of its velocity. In addition, the
force is inversely proportional to the
elbow's radius.
Any 90 deg. pipe elbow can serve as
a liquid flowmeter. All that is required
is the placement of two small holes
in the elbow's midpoint (45 deg.
point) for piezometer taps. Pressure-
sensing lines can be attached to the
taps by using any convenient method.
Target meters sense and measure
forces caused by liquid impacting on
a target or drag-disk suspended in
the liquid stream. A direct Indication
of the liquid flow rate is achieved by
measuring the force exerted on the
target. In its simplest form, the meter
consists only of a hinged, swinging
plate that moves outward, along with
the liquid stream. In such cases, the
device serves as a flow indicator.
A more sophisticated version uses a
precision, low-level force transducer
sensing element. The force on the
target caused by the liquid flow is
sensed by a strain gage. The output
signal from the gage is indicative of
the flow rate. Target meters are
useful for measuring flows of dirty or
corrosive liquids.
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Route 3: Variable-area flowrnete4 also called a
rotametec has a float that moves up or down!?
a tapered tube. The distance is proportional b
the load flow rate and the annular area
between the nod and the tube waft.
Variable-area meters, often called
rotameters, consist essentially of a
tapered tube and A float, Fig. 3.
Although classified as differential
pressure units, they, are in reality,
constant differential pressure
devices. Ranged-end fittings
provide an easy means for installing
them in pipes. When there is no
liquid flow, the float rests freely at the
bottom of the tube. As liquid enters
the bottom of the tube, the float
begins to rise. The position of the
float varies directly with the flow rate.
Its exact position is at the point
where the differential pressure
between the upper and lower surfaces
balance the weight of the float.
Because flow rate can be read
directly on a scale mounted next to
the tube, no secondary flow-reading
devices are necessary. However, if
desired, automatic sensing devices
can be used to sense the float's level
and transmit a flow signal.
Rotameter tubes are manufactured
from glass, metal, or plastic. Tube
diameters vary from 14 to greater
than 6 in.
Positive-Displacement Meters
Operation of these units consists
of separating liquids into accurately
measured increments and moving
them on. Each segment Is counted
by a connecting register. Because
every increment represents a
discrete volume, positive-
displacement units are popular for
automatic batching and accounting
applications. Positive-displacement
meters are good candidates for
measuring the flows of viscous
liquids or for use where a simple
mechanical meter system is needed.
Reciprocating piston meters are of
the single and multiple-piston types.
The specific-choice depends on the
range of flow rates required In the
particular application. Piston meters
can be used to handle a wide variety
of liquids. A magnetically driven,
oscillating piston meter is shown in
Fig. 4. Liquid never comes In contact
with gears or other parts that might
clog or corrode.
Oval-gear meters have two rotating,
oval-shaped gears with
synchronized, close fitting teeth.
A fixed quantity of liquid passes
through the meter for each revolution.
Shaft rotation can be monitored to
obtain specific flow rates.
Nutating-disk meters have a
moveable disk mounted on a
concentric sphere located in a
spherical sidewalled chamber. The
pressure of the liquid passing
through the measuring chamber
causes the disk to rock in a
circulating path without rotating
about its own axis. It is the only
moving part in the measuring chamber.
A pin extending perpendicularly
from the disk is connected to a
150Figure 4: Oscillating-pislon meter operates on magneticdrive principle so that liquid will not
come in contact with parts. A partition platebetween inlet and outlet ports forces incoming liquid
to how around a cylindrical measuring chamberand through the outlet port. The motion of the
oscillating piston in the unit is transferred to a magneticassembly in the measuring chamber,
which is coupled to a follower magnet on the other sideof the chamber wall.
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Figure 5: Turbine flowmeler consists of a multiple-bladed, free-spinning,permeable metal rotor
housed in a non-magnetic stainless steel body. In operation, the rotating bladesgenerate a
frequency signal proportional to the liquid flow rate, which is sensed by the magneticpickup and
transferred to a read-out indicator.
mechanical counter that monitors
the disk's rocking motions. Each
c :le is proportional to a specific
qaantity of flow. As is true with all
positive-displacement meters,
viscosity variations below a given
threshold will affect measuring
accuracies. Many sizes and
capacities are available. The units
can be made from a wide selection
of construction materials.
F Mary -vane meters are available in
s...veral designs, but they all operate
on the same principle. The basic
unit consists of an equally divided,
rotating impeller (containing two or
more compartments) mounted inside
the meter's housing. The impeller is
in continuous contact with the
casing. A fixed volume of liquid is
swept to the meter's outlet from each
compartment as the impeller rotates.
The revolutions of the impeller are
counted and registered in volumetric
units.
Helix flowmeters consist of two
radically pitched helical rotors
geared together, with a small
clearance between the rotors and
the casing. The two rotors displace
Figure 6: Vortex meters operate on the
principle that when a nonstreamlined object is
placed in the middle of a flow stream, a series
of vortices are shed alternately downstream of
the object. The frequency of the vortex
shedding is directly proportional to the velocity
of the liquid flowing in the pipeline.
liquid axially from one end of the
chamber to the other.
Velocity Meters
These instruments operate linearly
with respect to the volume flow rate.
Because there is no square-root
relationship (as with differential
pressure devices), their rangeability
is greater. Velocity meters have
minimum sensitivity to viscosity
changes when used at Reynolds
numbers above 10,000. Most
velocity-type meter housings are
equipped with flanges or fittings to
permit them to be connected directly
into pipelines.
Turbine meters have found
widespread use for accurate liquid
measurement applications. The unit
consists of a multiple-bladed rotor
mounted within a pipe,
perpendicular to the liquid flow. The
rotor spins as the liquid passes
through the blades. The rotational
speed is a direct function of flow rate
and can be sensed by a magnetic
pick-up, photoelectric cell, or gears.
Electrical pulses can be counted
and totalized, Fig. 5.
The number of electrical pulses
counted for a given period of time is
directly proportional to flow volume.
A tachometer can be added to
measure the turbine's rotational
speed and to determine the liquid
flow rate. Turbine meters, when
properly specified and installed,
have good accuracy, particularly
with low-viscosity liquids.
A major concern with turbine meters
is bearing wear. A "bearingless"
151LIQUID FLOWMETERS
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design has been developed to avoid
this problem. Liquid entering the
meter travels through the spiraling
vanes of a stator that imparts
rotation to the liquid stream. The
stream acts on a sphere, causing it
to orbit in the space between the
first stator and a similarly spiraled
second stator. The orbiting
movement of the sphere is detected
electronically. The frequency of the
resulting pulse output is proportional
to flow rate.
Vortex meters make use of a natural
phenomenon that occurs when a
liquid flows around a bluff object.
Eddies or vortices are shed
alternately downstream of the
object. The frequency of the vortex
shedding is directly proportional to
the velocity of the liquid flowing
through the meter, Fig. 6.
The three major comnents of the
(icy/meter are a bluffy strut-
mounted across the flowmeter bore,
a sensor to detect the presence of
the vortex and to generate an
electrical impulse, and a signal
amplification and conditioning
transmitter whose output is
proportional to the flow rate, Fig. 7.
The meter is equally suitable for flow
rate or flow totalization
measurements. Use for slurries or
high viscosity liquids is not
recommended.
Electromagnetic meters can
handle most liquids and slurries,
providing that the material being
metered is electrically conductive.
Major components are the flow tube
(primary element) and a voltmeter
(secondary element), Fig. 8. The
flow tube mounts directly in the pipe.
Pressure drop across the meter is
the same as it is through an
equivalent length of pipe because
there are no moving parts or
obstructions to the flow. The
voltmeter can be attached directly to
the flow tube or can be mounted
remotely and connected to it by a
shielded cable.
Electromagnetic flowmeters operate
on Faraday's law of electromagnetic
induction that states that a voltage
will be induced when a conductor
moves through a magnetic field. The
liquid serves as the conductor; the
magnetic field is created by
Figure 7: Vortex flowmeter is designed to be
installed directly into pipelines without the
need for special tools or complicated
installation procedures. Unit is precaffbrated
and ready for use
energized coils outside the flow
tube, Fig. 9. The amount of voltage
produced is directly proportional to
the flow rate. Two electrodes
mounted in the pipe wall detect the
voltage, which is measured by the
secondary element.
Electromagnetic flowmeters have
major advantages: They can
measure difficult and corrosive
liquids and slurries; and they can
measure forward as well as reverse
flow with equal accuracy.
Disadvantages of earlier designs
were high power consumption, and
the need to obtain a full pipe and no
flow to initially set the meter to zero.
Recent improvements have
eliminated these problems. Pulse-
type excitation techniques have
reduced power consumption,
because excitation occurs only half
the time in the unit. Zero settings are
no longer required.
Ultrasonic flowmeters can be
divided into Doppler meters and
time-of-travel (or transit) meters.
Doppler meters measure frequency
shifts caused by liquid flow. Two
transducers are mounted in a case
attached to one side of the pipe. P.
signal of known frequency is sent
into the liquid to be measured.
Solids, bubbles, or any discontinuity
_in the liquid, cause the pulse to be
reflected to the receiver element.
'I Fig. 10. Because the liquid causing
the reflection Is moving, the
frequency of the returned pulse is
shifted. The frequency shift is
proportional to the liquid's velocity.
Figure 8: Wafer-type electromagnetic
nowmeter is kghtweight, compact. and can be
easily installed between existing pipe flanges.
The no-moving-part instrument has negligible
pressure drop and can handle numerous
liquids and slurries. provided they am
conductive
A portable Doppler meter capableof
being operated on ac power or from
a rechargeable power pack has
recently been developed. The
sensing heads are simply clamped
to the outside of the pipe, and the
instrument is ready to be used.Total
weight, including the case, is 222A
set of 4 to 20 millarnpere output
terminals permits the unit to be
connected to a strip chart recorder
or other remote device.
Time-of-travel meters have
transducers mounted on each side
of the pipe. The configuration is
such that the sound waves traveling
between the devices are at a4eg
angle to the direction of liquid L..
The speed of the signal traveling
152between the transducers increases
or decreases with the direction of
iansmission and the velocity of the
quid being measured. A time-
differential relationship proportional
to the flow can be obtained by
transmitting the signal alternately in
both directions. A limitation of time-
of-travel meters is that the liquids
being measured must be relatively
free of entrained gas or solids to
minimize signal scattering and
:bsorption.
Mass Flowmeters
The continuingneedfor more
accurate flow measurements in
mass-related processes (chemical
reactions, heat transfer. etc.) has
resulted in the development of mass
flowmeters. Various deisgns are
available, but the one most
.commonly used for liquid flow
applications is the Coriolis meter. Its
operation is based on the natural
phenomenon called the Coriolis
force, hence the name.
Coriolis meters are true mass
meters that measure the mass rate
of flow directly as opposed to
vlumetric flow. Because mass does
itot change, the meter is linear
without having to be adjusted for
variations in liquid properties. It also
eliminates the need to compensate
for changing temperature and
pressure conditions. The meter is
especially useful for measuring
liquids whose viscosity varies with
-elocity at given temperatures and
dressures.
Coriolis meters are also available in
various designs. A popular unit
consists of a U-shaped flow tube
enclosed in a sensor housing
connected to an electronics unit.
The sensing unit can be installed
directly into any process. The
electronics unit can be located up to
600 feet from the sensor.
Inside the sensor housing, the U-
shaped flow tube is vibrated at its
natural frequency by a magnetic
device located at the bend of the
tube. The vibration is similar to that
of a tuning fork, covering less than
0.1 in. and completing a full cycle
-bout 80 times/sec. As the liquid
lows through the tube, it is forced to
take on the vertical movement of the
tube, Fig. 11. When the tube is
Figure 9: Major components of obstruction-free electromagnetic flowmeter's flow tube include
electrodes and coils.
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Figure 10: Doppler meters use sound pulse reflection principle to measure liquid flow rates. Solids
or bubbles in suspension in the liquid reflect the soundbackto the receiving transducer element.
Figure 11: Vibrating. U-shaped flow tube is heart ofpopularCoriolis mass flowmeterTube
vibration, coupled with the fluid's force, causes tube deflection that is directly proportional to the
mass (low rate.
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moving upward during half of its
cycle, the liquid flowing into the
meter resists being forced up by
pushing down on the tube.
Having been forced upward, the
liquid flowing out of the meter resists
having its vertical motion decreased
by pushing up on the tube. This
action causes the tube to twist.
When the tube is moving downward
during the second half of its
vibration cycle, it twists in the
opposite direction.
The amount of twist is directly
proportional to the mass flow rate of
the liquid flowing through the tube.
Magnetic sensors located on each
side of the flow tube measure the
tube velocities, which change as the
tube twists. The sensors feed this
information to the electronics unit,
where it is processed and converted
to a voltage proportional to mass
flow rate. The meter has a wide
range of applications from
adhesives and coatings to liquid
nitrogen.
Thermal-type mass flowmeters
have traditionally been used for gas
measurements, but designs for
liquid flow measurements are
available. These mass meters also
operate independent of density,
pressure, and viscosity. Thermal
meters use a heated sensing
element Isolated from the fluid flow
path. The flow stream conducts heat
from the sensing element. The
conducted heat is directly
proportional to the mass flow rate.
The sensor never comes into direct
contact with the liquid, Fig. 12.
The electronics package includes
the flow analyzer, temperature
compensator, and a signal
conditioner that provides a linear
output directly proportional to
mass flow.
Open Channel Meters
The "open channel" refers to any
conduit in which liquid flows with a
free surface. Included are tunnels,
nonpressurized sewers, partially
filled pipes, canals, streams, and
rivers. Of the many techniques
available for monitoring open-
channel flows, depth-related
methods are the most common.
These techniques presume that the
instantaneous flow rate may be
determined from a measurement of
the water depth, or head. Weirs and
flumes are the oldest and most
widely used primary devices for
measuring open-channel flows.
Weirs operate on the principle that
an obstruction in a channel will
cause water to back up, creating a
high level (head) behind the barrier.
The head is a function of flow
velocity, and, therefore, the flow rate
through the device. Weirs consist of
vertical plates with sharp crests. The
top of the plate can be straight or
notched. Weirs are classified in
accordance with the shape of the
notch. The basic types are V-notch,
rectangular, and trapezoidal.
Flumes are generally used when
head loss must be kept to a
minimum, or if the flowing liquid
contains large amounts of
suspended solids. Flumes are to
open channels what venturi tubes
are to closed pipes. Popular flumes
are the Parshall and Palmer-Bowlus
designs.
The Parshall flume consists of a
converging upstream section, a
throat, and a diverging downstream
section. Flume walls are vertical and
the floor of the throat is inclined
downward. Head loss through
Parshall flumes is lower than for
other types of open-channel flow
measuring devices. High flow
velocities help make the flume self-
cleaning. Flow can be measured
accurately under a wide range of
conditions.
Palmer- Bowlus flumes have a
trapezoidal throat of uniform cross
section and a length about equal to
the diameter of the pipe in which it is
installed. It is comparable to a
Parshall flume in accuracy and in
ability to pass debris without
cleaning. A principal advantage is
the comparative ease with which it
can be installed in existing circular
conduits, because a rectangular
approach section is not required.
Discharge through weirs and flumes
is a function of level, so level
measurement techniques must be
used with the equipment to
determine flow rates. Staff gages
and float-operated units are the
simplest devices used for this
purpose. Various electronic sensing,
totalizing, and recording systems are
also available.
A more recent development consists
of using ultrasonic pulses to
measure liquid levels.
Measurements are made by sending
sound pulses from a sensor to the
surface of the liquid, and timing the
echo return. Linearizing circuitry
converts the height of the liquid into
flow rate. A strip chart recorder logs
the flow rate, and a digital totalizer
registers the total gallons. Another
recently introduced microprocessor-
based system uses either ultrasonic
or float sensors. A key-pad with an
interactive liquid crystal display
simplifies programming, control,
and calibration tasks.
SELECTING
A FLOWMETER
Experts claim that over 75 percent of
the flowmeters installed in industry
are not performing satisfactorily. And
improper selection accounts for 90
percent of these problems.
Obviously, flowmeter selection is no
job for amateurs. The major steps
involved in the selection process are
shown in Fig. 13.
The most Important requirement is
knowing exactly what the instrument
is supposed to do. Here are some
questions to considet is the
measurement for process control
(where repeatability is the major
concern), or for accounting or
custody transfer (where high
accuracy is important)? Is local
indication or a remote signal
required? If a remote output is
required, is it to be a proportional
signal, or a contact closure to start
or stop another device?
Is the liquid viscous, clean, or a
slurry? Is it electrically conductive?
What is its specific gravity or
density? What flow rates are involved
in the application? What are the
process's operating temperatures
and pressures? Accuracy (see
glossary), range, linearity, repeatability,
and piping requirements must also
be considered.
It is just as important to know what a
flowmeter cannot do as well as what
it can do before a final selection is
made. Each instrument has
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Flow Reference Section
What range do you intend to cover?
0 to 100% 25 to 100% , 50 to 100% -
Other
What accuracy do you need? At:
100%
50%
75%
25%
What do you Intend to do with meter output?
Indicate Totalize Record
Transmit Compute Other
What type of enclosure do you want?
Wan mount Panel mount NEMA Code
What are your piping considerations?
New Existing
Elevation Straight pipe run
Accessibility
Environment
Who will service the meter?
Troubleshoot Calibrate
What type of service life do you want from the meter?
What pressure drop can you accept through the meter?
How much money can you appropriate? $
What do you want to meter?
Steam Condensate Natural gas
Fuel oil (grade), Chilled water
Heating hot water_, Tower water
Domestic water, Other
Other data required for selection:
Pressure: Min. Max. Normal
Temperature: Min._ Max. Normal
Viscosity: Min. Max. Normal
Flow rate: Min. Max. Normal
Pipe size: Schedule Ia
advantages and disadvantages, and
the degree of performance
satisfaction is directly related to how
well an instrument's capabilities and
shortcomings are matched to the
application's requirements. Often,
users have expectations of a
flowmeter's performance that are
not consistent with what the supplier
has provided.
Most suppliers are anxious to help
customers pick the right flowmeter
for a particular job. Many provide
questionnaires, checklists, and
specification sheets designed to
obtain the critical information
necessary to match the correct
flowmeter to the job.
Technological improvements of
flowmeters must be considered also.
For example, a common mistake is
to select a design that was most
popular for a given application some
years ago and to assume that it is
still the best instrument for the job.
Many changes and innovations may
have occurred in recent years in the
development of flowmeters for that
particular application, making the
choice much broader
A recent development Is the
availability of computer programs to
perform the tedious calculations
often necessary for selecting
flowmeters. Calculations that used
to take an hour can be performed in
a matter of seconds (see
accompanying section, "Selected
Reference Material").
Cost Considerations
There are a wide range of prices for
flowmeters. Rotameters are usually
the least expensive, with some
small-sized units available for less
than $100. Mass flowmeters cost the
most. Prices start at about $3500.
However, total system costs must
always be considered when
selecting flowmeters. For example,
an orifice plate may cost only about
$50. But the transmitter may add an
additonal $500 or $600, and sensing
line fabrication and installation may
cost even more.
Installation, operation, and
maintenance costs are important
economic factors too. Servicing can
be expensive on some of the more
complicated designs.
As with many other products, a plant
engineer generally gets what he
pays for when he purchases a
flowmeter. But the satisfaction that
he receives with the product will
depend on the care that he uses in
selecting and installing the
instrument. And that gets back to
knowing the process, the products,
and the flow-metering requirements.
"Overbuying" is not uncommon.
Plant engineers should not buy a
flowmeter more capable or
complicated than they need.
WORKING WITH
FLOWMETERS
Although suppliers are always ready
to provide flowmeter installation
service, estimates are that
approximately 75 percent of the
users install their own equipment.
But installation mistakes are made.
One of the most common is not
allowing sufficient upstream and
downstream straight-run piping for
the flowmeter.
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Figure 13: Maior considerations involved in selecting flowmeters for specific appfications include serviceability and maintenance requirements.
Every design has a certain amount
of tolerance to nonstable velocity
conditions in the pipe, but all units
require proper piping configurations
to operate efficiently. Proper piping
provides a normal flow pattern for
the device. Without it, accuracy and
performance are adversely affected.
Flowmeters are also installed
backwards on occasion (especially
true with orifice plates). Pressure-
sensing lines may be reversed too.
With electrical components, intrinsic
safety is an important consideration
in hazardous areas. Most flowmeter
suppliers offer intrinsically safe
designs for such uses.
Stray magnetic fields exist in most
industrial plants. Power lines, relays,
solenoids, transformers, motors, and
generators all contribute their share
of interference. Users must ensure
themselves that the flowmeter they
have selected is immune to such
interference. Problems occur
primarily with the electronic
components In secondary elements,
which must be protected. Strict
adherence to the manufacturer's
recommended installation practices
will usually prevent such problems.
Calibration
All flowmeters require an initial
calibration. Most of the time, the
Instrument is calibrated by the
manufacturer for the specified
service conditions. However, if
qualified personnel are available in
the plant, the user can perform his
own calibrations.
The need to recalibrate depends to a
great extent on how well the meter
fits the application. Some liquids
passing through flowmeters tend to
be abrasive, erosive, or corrosive. In
time, portions of the device will
deteriorate sufficiently to affect
performance. Some designs are
more susceptible to damage than
others. For example, wear of
individual turbine blades will cause
performance changes. If the
application is critical, flowmeter
accuracy should be checked at
frequent intervals. In other cases,
recalibration may not be necessary
for years because the application is
noncritical, or nothing will change
the meter's performance. Some
flowmeters require special
equipment for calibration. Most
manufacturers will provide such
service in their plant or in the user's
facility, where they will bring the
equipment for on-site calibration.
Maintenance
A number of factors influence
maintenance requirements and the
life expectancy of flowmeters. The
major factor, of course, is matching
the right instrument to the particular
application. Poorly selected devices
invariably will cause problems at an
early date. Flowmeters with no
moving parts usually will require less
attention than units with moving
parts. But all flowmeters eventually
require some kind of maintenance.
Primary elements in differential
pressure flowmeters require
extensive piping, valves, and fittings
when they are connected to their
secondary elements, so
maintenance may be a recurring
effort in such installations. Impulse
lines can plug or corrode and have
to be cleaned or replaced. And,
improper location of the secondary
element can result in measurement
errors. Relocating the element can
be expensive.
Flowmeters with moving parts
require periodic internal inspection,
especially if the liquid being metered
is dirty or viscous. Installing filters
ahead of such units will help
minimize fouling and wear.
Obstructionless instruments, such
as ultrasonic or electromagnetic
meters,may develop problems with
their secondary element's electronic
components. Pressure sensors
associated with secondary elements
should be periodically removed and
inspected.
Applications where coatings may
occur are also potential problems for
obstructionless instruments such as
magnetic or ultrasonic units. If the
coating is insulating, the operation
of magnetic flowmeters will
ultimately be impaired if the
electrodes are insulated from the
liquid. This condition will be
prevented byperiodic cleaning. With
ultrasonic flowmeters, refraction
angles may change and the sonic
energy absorbed by the coating will
cause the meter to become
inoperative.
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